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Publisher’s Note

‘Education is the manifestation of the perfection already 
existing in man.’

Swami Vivekananda

Welcome to the Viva Education school books catalogue 2019. Viva Education is committed to 
serving the educational needs of young minds – right from their toddling days to the time when 
they choose their professional careers. Firmly committed to quality in education, Viva is one of the 
foremost publishers of educational books in South Asia. 

Teaching and learning are not becoming any simpler. Unique and innovative content for both 
students and teachers, particularly at the school level, is the need of the hour. Keeping in mind the 
enormous demands placed by the educational system and the fact that students possess diverse 
skill levels and language abilities, the titles in the Viva Education catalogue are tailored to suit the 
specific needs of the young minds at every stage of their education. 

Our vast range includes books on English Language Teaching (ELT), Hindi, mathematics, the 
physical sciences, biology, general knowledge, environmental and computer science, and more. 
To make learning both enjoyable and effective, most titles include hands-on interactive study 
sessions and activities. The books focusing specifically on the environment and value education 
bring awareness and gently emphasize the need for harmonious co-existence in society.  
Our encyclopedias and other resource books, mental ability books, art and craft books, do-it-
yourself books, science experiment books, and so on are developed with the aim of knowledge 
through fun. 

We welcome your feedback and suggestions on our books and other products. If you have a book-
idea in which you think we may be interested, please get in touch with us. Send us an outline of the 
proposed project along with a copy of your curriculum vitae.  

Our effort is directed towards presenting educational materials across the curriculum – to publish 
the best of books for both the learners and the learned. We are sure you will find many titles of 
interest in our catalogue. 

Vinod Vasishtha
Publisher

PUBLISHER’S NOTE
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Smart Learners is a complete package for the children studying in Mini KG, Lower KG and Upper KG. 

The series follows the guidelines provided by various boards such as NCERT and ICSE. The entire 

learning course for English, Mathematics and Environmental Studies for each level has been divided 

into eight books to be covered in the whole year. Each book contains a part of every subject to be 

taught in the designated period of time. The children need to handle only one book at a given time. 

This is done in order to reduce the bulk of the bag. Apart from these subjects, there is one book each 

for Art, Craft and additional language such as Hindi. Each set also includes a Smart Kids booklet with 

basic yoga exercises, values, life skills and sticker activities.

key features

 � Carefully planned and systematically graded
 � Simple and easy-to-understand instructions
 � Beautiful and colourful illustrations for joyful learning 
 � Plenty of exercises given in all subjects to maximize learning
 � Classroom activities included wherever required
 � Integration of values and life skills to enhance knowledge about the surroundings and 

to create sensitivity and awareness towards the environment
 � Additional tips in the form of ‘Notes for the Teacher’

ISBN Title
9789387925663 Smart Learners Mini K.G.  (Set of 12 Books)
9789387925670 Smart Learners Lower K.G. (Set of 12 Books)
9789387925984 Smart Learners Upper K.G. (Set of 12 Books)

For Mini KG, LKG and UKG

Set of 
12 books

Smart Learners: Learn, Understand & Apply
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key features

 � Development of writing skills in a graded manner keeping the age of the children in mind 

 � Vocabulary building through commonly seen objects

 � Ample exercises for developing reading, listening, speaking and writing skills such as 

rhyming words, dictation, matching and many others

 � Introduction to reading of letters, words, small sentences and short passages in a 

systematic manner

Space given for teachers to assess the 
children's work   

Stepwise 
formation of 
letters

Proper spacing of 
red and blue lines 
for writing letters

Rhymes and stories to 
develop observation, listening 
and speaking skills

Concepts introduced with 
pictures to make learning fun

Systematically graded with 
clear representation of text

English
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key features

 � Pre-mathematical concepts introduced and reinforced through various activities

 � Concept of Ten and Ones introduced through abacus and grouping 

 � Addition, subtraction, reverse counting, ordinal numbers and other mathematical 

concepts introduced in a very child-friendly manner

Introduction to writing of numbers through 
tracing with crayons at the lowest level, moving 
to writing with pencil in the next levels

Ample practice given for reinforcement of 
concepts taught through interesting age- 
appropriate exercises 

Recognition and writing of 
numbers till 99 and number 
names till 20

Mathematics
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key features

 � Covers various interesting concepts related to 
oneself and the surroundings

 � Includes a variety of topics and exercises to 
familiarize the learners with things around them like 
animals, plants, community helpers and vehicles

 � Integration of values and life skills to develop 
sensitivity and awareness towards the environment

key features

 � Includes interesting rhymes and stories to develop observation, listening and speaking 
skills 

 � Introduction to letters with vocabulary building
 � Ample practice of writing letters, words and sentences within the specified lines
 � Introduction to reading and writing of 2-letter, 3-letter and 4-letter words and short 

sentences
 � A number of interesting activities given to aid learning

Hindi

Environmental Studies

stories

vocabulary rhymes

letters
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key features

 � Encourage children to use their imagination and be creative
 � Include a wide variety of age-appropriate colouring and drawing activities 
 � Consist of interesting art and craft activities with simple and easy-to-understand stepwise 

instructions 
 � Craft sheets can be cut after completion and displayed in the classroom as one side of 

each activity page has been left blank

key features

 � Child-friendly and age-appropriate
 � Focuses on encouraging good food habits, 

personal hygiene and clean surroundings
 � Emphasizes on the importance of being happy 

and healthy
 � Encourages children to be well-mannered, 

playful and fit
 � Sensitizes children towards the environment
 � Aims to develop interest among children to 

practise yoga daily
 � Includes sticker-based activities to think logically 

Additional Support

For Students

 Digital Support

For Teachers

 Flash Cards
	Teacher’s Manual
	Digital Support

Drawing and Colouring

Craft and Painting

Smart Kids

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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Early Steps is a well-planned complete package designed for preschool children to gradually 
prepare them for Grade 1. The package consists of books for three different pre-primary levels: 
Mini KG, Lower KG and Upper KG. Each level consists of books for Languages, Mathematics, 
Environmental Studies, Art and Craft. The books are colourfully illustrated with lots of interesting 
exercises to reinforce the concepts and engage the learners to build a strong base for future.

The package also comprises of Yoga, Health and Happiness booklet with sticker-based activities, 
keeping in mind the age of the children. It aims at enhancing flexibility, physical and mental 
strength, and general awareness among children in a simple and interesting manner.

Early Steps

key features

 � Child-friendly and age-appropriate

 � Focuses on overall development of the children

 � Lessons given in a well-graded manner

 � Simple, colourful and child-friendly illustrations

 � Simple and easy-to-understand instructions

 � Plenty of reading and writing practice

 � A variety of exercises to maximize learning

 � Simple pictures to enhance motor and creative skills

ISBN Title
9789388386258 Early Steps Mini K.G. (Set of 12 Books)
9789388386265 Early Steps Lower K.G. (Set of 10 Books)
9789388386272 Early Steps Upper K.G. (Set of 10 Books)

For Mini KG, LKG and UKG

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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each level according to the 
children's understanding of 
the languageText graded keeping in mind 

the cognitive level of the 
children 

Environmental Studies includes 
a variety of topics and exercises 
to acquaint the children with 
their environment effectively 

Activities given keeping 
in mind the level of the 
children

Concepts in Hindi introduced in 
a very easy-to-understand and 
well graded manner 

Traditional and contemporary rhymes given to 
make learning fun
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Young Learners is a complete package to meet the needs of preschoolers preparing to go to 

a primary school. The colourfully illustrated activity-based books aim at teaching various skills 

and concepts in a well-graded and thematic manner. Each book has a number of activities and 

practice tasks to develop age-appropriate skills.

ISBN Title
9788130923949 Young Learners Numbers - 1
9788130923956 Young Learners Numbers - 2
9788130923963 Young Learners Environmental Studies - 1
9788130923970 Young Learners Environmental Studies - 2
9788130922188 Young Learners English Capital Letters - 1
9788130922195 Young Learners English Small Letters - 2
9788130922201 Young Learners English Phonics - 3 with CD
9788130912400 Young Learners English Phonics Primer

Young Learners

key features

 � Systematically graded lessons

 � Simple and easy-to-understand instructions

 � Colourful and child-friendly illustrations

 � Plenty of writing practice and activities

 � Ample sticker activities to enhance one-to-one correspondence

 � Lots of activities and games to strengthen concepts

 � Perfect blend of previous knowledge and new information

 � Plenty of opportunities for the learner to inquire and evaluate

Based on Early 
Childhood Education 
Programme

Workbooks 
Available 

for English 
and Numbers

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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 Plenty of pictures for vocabulary development

Colourful and child-friendly illustrations

Lots of exercises like sticker pasting to enhance learning

Capital Letters/Environmental Studies

Reading and writing practice of words with all word families

Exercises to reinforce learning

Perfect balance between previous knowledge and new information

Phonics/Numbers
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The workbooks of Viva Young Learners aim at developing fine motor, cognitive and creative 

skills of preschoolers through an assortment of interesting tasks. They provide the necessary 

skills needed for mental development of the children. Purposely designed in single colour, they 

give ample scope to the children to develop their fine motor skills by colouring the pictures. 

This makes each task more enjoyable and engrossing.

ISBN Title
9788130925554 Young Learners English Capital Letters Workbook - 1
9788130925561 Young Learners English Small Letters Workbook - 2
9788130925578 Young Learners English Phonics Workbook - 3
9788130927381 Young Learners Numbers Workbook - 1
9788130927398 Young Learners Numbers Workbook - 2

key features

 � Upper case and lower case recognition and writing

 � Word recognition, reading and writing

 � Spelling and pronunciation of common words using phonics

 � Identification of common objects to enhance vocabulary

 � Reading and writing of short sentences

Writing  
&  

Colouring

Young Learners: Workbooks
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key features

 � Build vocabulary

 � Improve observation skills

 � Build confidence

 � Improve communication

 � Strengthen concepts

 � Increase interest in learning

 � Learn grouping and classification

 � Develop sorting and matching skills

 � Strengthen visual discrimination

ISBN Title
9788130922768 Young Learners English - Flash Cards Capital and Small Letters
9788130922751 Young Learners English - Flash Cards Phonics

Question Bank
Colourfully designed 
and appropriately 
labelled

The perforated flash 
cards can be easily 
detached

Flash Cards are effective tools to teach the young learners concepts with ease as children learn 

much faster and retain much better when taught with the help of pictures, games and activities. 

The books of flash cards have been developed keeping this in mind. The flash cards given in the 

books have been colourfully designed and appropriately labelled. The ideal way to use these 

flash cards is to first name the picture on the cards and then ask the children to repeat after you. 

This will help to improve their vocabulary and enhance their observation and communication 

skills. The perforated flash cards can be easily detached and kept in a box in separate piles, 

bound together by rubber bands. They can be reused any number of times to play games given 

in the books as well as the ones that you develop.

Young Learners: English Flash Cards
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ISBN Title
9789388386180 Playtime Rhymes
9789388386173 Nursery Rhymes
9789388386166 Magical Rhymes

Rhyme Books are a collection of traditional and contemporary rhymes for the children of the 

age group 3 to 5. Children will treasure the moments they will spend singing and reciting the 

rhymes given in the books. While they are having fun, they will also learn or develop:

• Listening skills • Coordination • Spatial awareness • Memory skills

• Vocabulary • Imagination • Concepts like colours, shapes and counting.

Rhyme Books

key features

 � Introduces children to the joy of learning and reciting nursery rhymes

 � Aims to build phonemic awareness and memorization skills

 � Focuses on increasing awareness about facts related to the world around them

 � Helps to reinforce simple preschool concepts like numbers, transport, food, clothes 

and many others in a sing-song rhythm

 � An assortment of traditional and contemporary rhymes

 � Beautifully illustrated

 � Fun activities based on rhymes

Activity 
Based

With
Fun 

Activities

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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ISBN Title
9789389401882 The Alphabet Book

The Alphabet Book is a beautifully illustrated book for learning alphabet. Unlike conventional 

alphabet books, The Alphabet Book teaches the relationship between letters and sounds. The 

child learns not only the letters but also how to pronounce them when they appear in different 

words. It packs both fun and skills in a way that children will love.

The Alphabet Book

fun activities

 � Picture-letter matching
 � Sticker pasting
 � Letter matching
 � Letter identification
 � Picture identification
 � Alphabet completion
 � Alphabet pictures
 � Short vowel identification

With Fun 
Activities

key features

 � Four words with pictures for each letter

 � Upper and lower case letters

 � A sound chart

 � Letter formation

 � An alphabet dictionary
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Picture Dictionary introduces basic words in specified categories to provide a meaningful 

context to the children in which they learn words and build vocabulary. See the content list for 

themes for each category.

Picture Dictionary

ISBN Title
9789387925991 Picture Dictionary, New & Revised Edition

Wild Animals Family

Colours

key features

 � The Living World 

• Wild Animals • Farm and Pet Animals 

• Water Animals • Birds • Insects 

• Trees and Plants • Flowers • Food 

• Fruits • Vegetables

 � The World around Us 

• Family • House • Furniture  

• Toys and Games • Clothes  

• Accessories • Neighbourhood  

• Beach • Nature • Seasons

 � Travel and Work 

• Land Transport • Water Transport 

• Air Transport • Emergency Vehicles 

• Road Safety • People at Work  

• Office

 � The Creative World 

• Sports • Musical Instruments • Tools 

• Cartoon Characters

 � Myself 

• Body Parts • Feelings • Courtesies 

• Actions • Birthday • Festivals

 � The Basics 

• Numbers • Alphabet • Colours 

• Shapes • Opposites • Positions

For age group: 
3 to 5 years

Basic
VocabularyThrough
Pictures

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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Viva Connect Pre-Primary is a set of four books, where each book includes three subjects: English, 

Mathematics and Environmental Studies. It has been designed to contain all scholastic elements 

a learner might need in a semester.

ISBN Title
9789388653114 Viva Connect LKG Semester - 1
9789388653121 Viva Connect LKG Semester - 2
9789388653138 Viva Connect UKG Semester - 1
9789388653145 Viva Connect UKG Semester - 2

For LKG and UKG

key features

 � Equips the learners with skills required for succeeding levels

 � Provides tools to the educators to design a preschooler’s learning experience with ease

 � Contains meticulously planned curriculum, divided into 30 weeks’ teaching plan for 

educator’s convenience

 � Comprises of carefully graded stepwise exercises to build on what has been learnt earlier

 � Includes Teacher’s notes to equip the educator with additional tips to deal with the 

provided content effectively

 � Letter formation, sound recognition, pre-mathematical concepts and many other 

concepts introduced in a learner-friendly manner, complete with recapitulation exercises 

to reinforce learning

An 
Integrated 
Semester 

Series

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

Viva Connect: An Integrated Semester Series
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Environmental Studies for LKG and UKG

Rhymes related to some topics

Integration of values and life 
skills in a learner-friendly 
manner

Introduction to concepts 
through activities

key features

 � Environmental Studies section connects the everyday life of the learner to the curriculum 

by discussions on topics like My Body, My Family, Mummy’s Kitchen and many more…

 � Relevant and contemporary content encompassing topics like animals, colours, shapes 

and transport to name a few

 � Includes a variety of topics and exercises to acquaint the learners with their environment 

in an effective manner

 � Multitude of activities to develop interpersonal skills through topics like Cleanliness, 

Good Habits, Family Bonds, Health, Safety and many others
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Numbers introduced in a systematic 
manner through activities

LKG

UKG

key features

 � Pre-mathematical concepts reinforced through several exercises

 � Exercises to promote association, logical thinking and various other skills

 � Each number from 1 to 10 introduced with its name, learning to count with the help 

of concrete objects, tracing and colouring the number, colouring the given number of 

objects and writing practice of the numeral

 � Numbers from 11 to 100 introduced through counting in groups, writing under TO, 

reverse counting, activities and dictation to emphasize the association of number with 

its name 

 � Mathematical concepts like reading time, routine, calendar, money and ordinal numbers 

introduced in a simple manner

 � Introduction of addition and subtraction with the help of pictures

 � Horizontal and vertical methods to add and subtract included

 � Ample number of review exercises for recapitulation of all the concepts taught

Gradation of the books done 
keeping in mind the cognitive 
level of the children

Mathematics
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This section has been carefully planned and graded keeping in mind the development of the 

learner. In LKG, the emphasis is on making learner recognize, read, write, identify and say the 

letters of the alphabet correctly.

key features

 � Practice of patterns before beginning writing to develop fine motor skills of the learners

 � Teaching of each letter aided by recognition of letter, its formation by finger tracing and 

its sound

 � Careful selection of words that begin from the same phonic sound of the letter for 

vocabulary building

 � Stepwise formation of upper and lower case letters with writing practice and revision 

exercises to reinforce learning and to improve verbal skills

 � Activities for each letter to introduce the usage of letters in an informal yet informative 

format to make learning fun and permanent

 � Review exercises which use various techniques of evaluation like letter-sound association, 

identification and writing of the beginning sound of the given picture, and sorting and 

identifying things that do not begin with the sound of the given letter

 � Picture reading activities, picture stories, rhymes and many other activities to engage the 

learner in the teaching-learning process

English
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key features

 � Introduction to writing the beginning and ending sounds in words to initiate phonetic 

recognition of various vowels and sound groups

 � Using vowel sounds in words

 � Introduction of each phonetic word family through words that begin with the vowel 

sound, words with each word family in alphabetical order, words with different sound of 

the vowel in a separate box, reading and writing of selected words, matching words and 

naming pictures for recapitulation followed by dictation for developing listening and 

writing skills and introduction to reading of phrases and short sentences

 � Various exercises for practice of rhyming words to improve phonological skills

 � Introduction to basic grammatical concepts like use of ‘a’ and ‘an’, action words, 

opposites and pronouns

 � Fun activities like crosswords interspersed in the book to improve vocabulary, reasoning 

skills and spellings

 � Introduction to 4-letter words and some simple words often used by the children as a 

part of active vocabulary

 � Reading short passages, comprehending them and answering objective questions based 

on them

 � Completing stories by filling words

 � Reading and comprehending short picture stories

English
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Corals Pre-Primary is a set of six books designed to take care of all the curricular needs of 

the learners for each term. The series provides educators with detailed guidelines to enhance 

preschoolers’ learning experience. Each book includes three subjects: English, Mathematics 

and Environmental Studies.

For LKG and UKG

key features

 � Equips the learners with skills required for higher levels

 � Provides tools to the educators to facilitate preschoolers’ learning experience

 � Meticulously prepared curriculum, divided into 30 weeks’ teaching plan for educator’s 

convenience

 � Carefully graded stepwise exercises to build on what has been taught earlier

 � Features like rhymes, picture reading and picture stories included to engage the learner

 � Letter formation, sound recognition, pre-mathematical concepts and many other 

concepts introduced in a learner-friendly manner, complete with recapitulation exercises 

to reinforce learning

An 
Integrated 
Term Book 

Series

ISBN Title
9789388653251 Corals - LKG, Term 1
9789388653268 Corals - LKG, Term 2
9789388653275 Corals - LKG, Term 3
9789388653282 Corals - UKG, Term 1
9789388653299 Corals - UKG, Term 2
9789388653305 Corals - UKG, Term 3

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

Teacher’s CD compatible with  
Windows 7 available

Corals: An Integrated Term Book Series
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Mathematical concepts introduced and reinforced through several exercises

A variety of topics and exercises 
included to acquaint the learners 
with their environment in an 
effective manner

Focus on recognition, reading, 
writing, identification and 
pronunciation of letters and 
words through ample number 
of activities
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The new edition of Viva Real English is a comprehensive learning package of language skills that 

also includes smart digital learning aids.

Real English: A Multi-Skill Language Course

An authoritative and contemporary English language course

For Classes 1 to 8

Extensive Teacher Support – Power to the Teacher

animations of 
every chapter

detailed lesson 
plans & answer key

test generator 
application

ready-to-use 
worksheets for teachers

enhanced e-book 
for the whiteboard

E-book

online resources

key features

Print
	 • Coursebook	 • Workbook	 • Supplementary	reader	 • Teacher’s	guide
Digital
	 • Real	English	Android	&	iOS	App	 • E-book	 • Interactive	modules
	 • Animated	lessons	 • Printable	worksheets	 • Test	generator
	 • Audio	for	listening	practice	 • Online	support	at	vivadigital.in

Interactive multimedia CD 
and Online Support

www.vivadigital.in
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Workbooks

The Real English workbook aims to reinforce through practice the language 
concepts taught in the coursebook. It includes:

• Vocabulary builders that expand on the contextual, thematic, formal and 
general vocabulary exercises in the coursebook

• Grammar practice that enhances the structural understanding of language 
and makes learners deft with grammar

• Interesting writing tasks that not only make writing fluent and reference 
skills sharp but also stimulate inquisitiveness and creativity

• The ‘English for Life’ approach emphasizing the practical, everyday use of language, 
going across curricula

ISBN Title

9789386824776 Real English - 1, with CD

9789386824783 Real English - 2, with CD

9789386824790 Real English - 3, with CD

9789386824806 Real English - 4, with CD

9789386824813 Real English - 5, with CD

9789386824820 Real English - 6, with CD

9789386824837 Real English - 7, with CD

9789386824844 Real English - 8, with CD

Online Support

The Real English section on vivadigital.in seeks to extend the learning process beyond the printed 
book by providing a whole range of supplementary learning material online. The website offers:

• Printable worksheets for various levels of learners for classroom use and practice at home

• Teacher’s resources including answer keys and other teaching aids

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

Real English Digital

The Real English Digital interactive multimedia CD contains:

• Audio components of the listening tasks in the coursebook

• Printable worksheets for classroom use and practice 
at home

• Interactive sessions for practice in comprehension, 
vocabulary and  grammar

Supplementary Readers

The role of the supplementary readers in the course needs special emphasis. 
The learner’s mind grasps the structures, flow and rhythm of a language through 
exposure to various forms of writing. The supplementary readers familiarize 
learners with the world of literature, guiding and enabling them to explore it 
on their own. The features of the readers include:

• A rich selection of traditional, classic and contemporary literature

• A variety of genres like short stories, excerpts from novels, plays and poems

• Pluralistic and representative of cultures at home and abroad

• Comprehension tests, tasks to encourage literary appreciation and interesting activities

• Emphasis on the interest factor and experiential value

The Real English App

The Real English app for Android, iOS and the web is an engaging 
learning tool. With rich multimedia and smart interactivity, it is the 
must-have digital component of this prime English language course.
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Power to the Teacher
The Teacher’s Resource Pack for Real English equips the 

educator with the most practical and effective methods 

and tools for language instruction.

Answer key to the exercises in the coursebook, workbook and supplementary reader; answer 

key to the summative assessment test papers; transcripts for the listening tasks

Detailed lesson plans giving complete guidance on the classroom exploitation of the 

reading text, comprehension questions, vocabulary, listening and speaking tasks, sounds and 

pronunciation exercises, grammar, writing and activities 

Ready-to-use worksheets exclusively for teachers in a photocopiable format. These are equally 

suitable both for classroom practice and as homework.

in tHe teacHer’s HanDBOOk

in tHe teacHer’s cDs

 E-book, Animations, Worksheets Test generator

ISBN Title

9789387153769 Real English Supplementary Reader - 1

9789387153776 Real English Supplementary Reader - 2

9789387153783 Real English Supplementary Reader - 3

9789387153790 Real English Supplementary Reader - 4

9789387486089 Real English Supplementary Reader - 5

9789387486614 Real English Supplementary Reader - 6

9789387486621 Real English Supplementary Reader - 7

9789387486638 Real English Supplementary Reader - 8

ISBN Title

9789387153806 Real English Workbook - 1

9789387153813 Real English Workbook - 2

9789387153820 Real English Workbook - 3

9789387153837 Real English Workbook - 4

9789387153844 Real English Workbook - 5

9789387153950 Real English Workbook - 6

9789387153851 Real English Workbook - 7

9789387153868 Real English Workbook - 8

E-book version of the coursebook for both the PC and the whiteboard

Vivid and captivating animations of all the lessons in the coursebook 

Audio tracks for listening

Test generator application that helps teachers to create fully customized test papers

Teacher's Resource Pack
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English Expedition

The imperative need for proficiency in the English language can be fulfilled at the school level 
through a well-graded, integrated language course. Designed according to the latest CISCE 
curriculum, English Expedition is intended to help young learners develop essential language 
skills through a holistic exposure to various literary genres with a vast array of themes.

For Classes 1 to 8

ISBN Title

9789387925779 ICSE English Expedition Book - 1

9789387925786 ICSE English Expedition Book - 2

9789387925793 ICSE English Expedition Book - 3

9789387925809 ICSE English Expedition Book - 4

ISBN Title

9789387925816 ICSE English Expedition Book - 5

9789387925823 ICSE English Expedition Book - 6

9789387925830 ICSE English Expedition Book - 7

9789387925847 ICSE English Expedition Book - 8

key features

 � Reading texts
	 	wide variety of themes
	 	Literature from across the world
	 	Special focus on Indian and modern 

literature
	 	Comic strips in classes 1–5
	 	Texts from Shakespeare in classes 6–8

 � Colourful and captivating illustrations
 � Comprehension questions to boost 

critical thinking
 � In-text questions in classes 6–8
 � Literary appreciation for poems

 � Identification of sounds and pronunciation
 � Vocabulary and grammar
	 Thoroughly graded
	 Clear and simple definitions
	 Constructive and engaging exercises
 � Listening and speaking

	 Enough practice for speech patterns
	 Rich audio resources
	 Focus on problem areas

 � Creative exercises
	 Thorough guidance on creative writing
	 Interesting project works

 Coursebooks 1–8
 Interactive Student CD
 Animated Lessons	

The Package

 Teacher’s Handbook
 Online Support 
 Android & iOS Apps

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum
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Everyday English Grammar and Composition

Everyday English Grammar and Composition is a clear and concise grammar series designed for 

young English-language learners. Each book in the series integrates basic grammar structures, 

vocabulary building, comprehension and creative writing skills. Everyday English Grammar and 

Composition provides a unique approach to learning, practising and enhancing language skills.

all in One

 � Vocabulary enrichment

 � Comprehension & 

composition

 � Creative writing

 � Puzzles, word searches & 

games

 � Well-graded exercises

ISBN Title
9789387153059 Everyday English Grammar and Composition - 1
9789387153066 Everyday English Grammar and Composition - 2
9789387153073 Everyday English Grammar and Composition - 3
9789387153080 Everyday English Grammar and Composition - 4

9789387153097 Everyday English Grammar and Composition - 5
9789387153103 Everyday English Grammar and Composition - 6
9789387153110 Everyday English Grammar and Composition - 7
9789387153127 Everyday English Grammar and Composition - 8

3 Test papers in each book

20 to 44 extra 
worksheet pages 

for practice

key features

 � Comprehensive coverage of grammar

 � Comprehension, vocabulary and 

writing lessons to complement the 

grammar syllabus

 � Well-graded

 � Learner friendly

 � Colourful, attractive layout

 � A wide range of practice tasks and exercises

 � Clear instructions

 � Online support

 � Extra worksheets for practice

 � Glossary of grammar terms

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

For Classes 1 to 8
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Colourful and visually attractive organization

Grammar games to make learning enjoyable 
and to promote listening and speaking skills

15

Read the following sentences aloud.

 Lucy is wearing a red T-shirt. Lucy is playing 
with her ball. Lucy’s dog is also playing with 
Lucy.

Lucy is used many times in the above sentences. 
Th is makes the sentences sound odd. Let’s try to 
make them sound better.

 Lucy is wearing a red T-shirt. She is playing 
with her ball. Her dog is also playing with 
her.

Now read the following pairs of sentences.

 1. Vicky is my friend.

He likes bananas.

In the second sentence, he stands for Vicky.

 2. Meena is a girl.

She is ten years old.

  In the second sentence, she stands for Meena.

 3. Kitty is a cat.

It is sleeping in the basket.

  In the second sentence, it stands for the cat.

In the above sentences, instead of repeating the same naming words, we 
replaced them by he, she and it. Th ese words are called pronouns.

Pronouns are the words we use in place of naming words (nouns).

4 Pronouns

Glossary of grammar terms for quick reference

Colourful illustrations

Worksheet pages for 
extra practice

Comprehension passages to break monotony
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Smart Score English For Classes 6 to 8

Strong language skills ensure academic and career success. SmartScore English is an 
indispensable portfolio of practice material for every student aiming to excel in English. It 
contains focused assignments, practice modules and tests covering all four language skills: 
listening, speaking, reading and writing. The content is developed to suit both classroom 
use and self-study. Exhaustive in its coverage of the curriculum and comprehensive in skill 
integration, this compendium is the ultimate aid for impressive academic performance.

ISBN Title
9789389401905 Smart Score English - 6
9789389401912 Smart Score English - 7
9789389401929 Smart Score English - 8

key features

 � Follows the Latest CBSE Curriculum
 � Eight Modules 

• Reading 
• Writing A, B and C 
• Grammar Concepts 
• Grammar Integrated 
• Subject Enrichment (Listening and Speaking) 
• Practice Papers

 � Classroom, Practice and Homework Assignments

 � 6 Practice Papers in the Year-end Format

 � Viva SmartScore Audio app
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ISBN Title
9788130926568 Read Now - 1
9788130926575 Read Now - 2
9788130926582 Read Now - 3
9788130926599 Read Now - 4
9788130926605 Read Now - 5
9788130926612 Read Now - 6
9788130927367 Read Now - 7
9788130927374 Read Now - 8

Read Now is a series of graded readers for children of classes 1 to 8. The texts in these books 

are specially selected to arouse, maintain and satisfy the interest of the children. This interest 

helps them overcome difficulties in comprehension and the unfamiliarity of syntactic structures.

Read Now: Reading Comprehension and Language Skills

key features

For Classes 1 to 8

Discover 
the joy of 
reading

 � An international favourite for over three decades

 � The new edition is specially adapted for South Asia

 � Includes fables, legends, folk tales, short stories, 

extracts from classics and select non-fiction

 � Develops interest in reading

 � Strengthens comprehension and Higher Order 

Thinking Skills

 � Colourful and richly illustrated
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The annotated critical editions in the Viva Classics series are specially designed for student 
readers. They help young readers appreciate and enjoy classic works of literature and also assist 
in studying these books as long reading texts prescribed in the CBSE curriculum. The texts are 
enriched with historical and other background information besides detailed textual explanation. 
The aesthetic design and imaginative artwork will make each book an instant favourite. Aimed 
to promote reading and meet curricular requirements, Viva Classics are also great additions to 
every home library.

ISBN Title
9789386385109 Viva Classics: The Story of My Life
9789386385116 Viva Classics: Three Men in a Boat
9789386385093 Viva Classics: The Canterville Ghost

key features

 � A detailed AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY

 � CRITICAL INTRODUCTION for a wider social and cultural perspective

 � Insightful commentary, background information, thinking points and logical puzzles in 

UNDERSTAND, THINK, SOLVE and EXPLORE

 � BEFORE WE BEGIN: Pre-reading questions and activities to rouse the reader’s interest

 � GLOSSARY: Meanings of archaic or difficult words in the form of annotations

 � CHAPTER SUMMARY: A recap of each chapter in simple language

 � UNDERSTANDING THE TEXT: Fact-based and inferential questions for assessment

 � ACTIVITIES: Research questions to learn and explore beyond the text

 � PICTURE STORY: A graphic summary of the novel

Viva Classics
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Perfect Spelling helps teachers and parents give children more practice with basic spelling skills. 

The exercises in each book in this series can be completed in any order.

ISBN Title
9788130920177 Perfect Spelling - 1
9788130920184 Perfect Spelling - 2
9788130920191 Perfect Spelling - 3
9788130920207 Perfect Spelling - 4
9788130920214 Perfect Spelling - 5

Perfect Spelling

For Classes 1 to 5

key features

 � Understand consonant sounds

 � Recognize short vowel sounds

 � Know the most common digraphs sounds and spellings

 � Spell high-frequency words. High-frequency words are the 1,000 words 

that make up 90 per cent of all written material

 � Spell grade-level-appropriate words

 � Figure out how to write words based on a knowledge of word patterns 

(also called word families)
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ISBN Title
9788130920221 Perfect Vocabulary - 1
9788130920238 Perfect Vocabulary - 2
9788130920245 Perfect Vocabulary - 3
9788130920252 Perfect Vocabulary - 4
9788130920269 Perfect Vocabulary - 5

Perfect Vocabulary helps students practise word skills taught in the classroom. The words that 

appear in this book are standard vocabulary as well as some special and unusual words.

Perfect Vocabulary

For Classes 1 to 5

key features

 � Practise methods of increasing vocabulary

 � Recognize certain basic root words

 � Correctly use words that have multiple definitions and meanings

 � Identify and use homonyms, synonyms, and antonyms

 � Change singular words into plural words

 � Identify and use unusual plural words

 � Develop an ongoing interest in learning and using new words
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Mathematics is a challenging and rewarding subject, provided one adopts the right approach 

to understand it. It motivates us to seek new boundaries and charge our thought process for 

development of thinking and reasoning skills. The series Start Up Mathematics for introductory 

to class 5 has been designed keeping this in mind. The series conforms to the latest NCF 

guidelines with careful grading of interdisciplinary and thematic linkages.

Start Up MathematicsFor Introductory to Class 5

Teacher’s Resource Pack

key features

 � Based on the latest NCF guidelines
 � Carefully graded content
 � Concepts introduced through conversations, stories or examples
 � Exercises given after every topic within each lesson
 � Important points and tips included in Remember and Quick Tip
 � Plenty of exercises at the end of every lesson
 � Questions based on Thinking Skills
 � Selected Questions from NCERT textbook
 � Various concept-based Activities and Worksheets

 � Evaluation done through Let’s Review and Assessment Sheets

 Flip book
 Solutions of selected questions
 Worksheets
 Test generator

Online support download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

 Comprehensive lesson plan
 Solutions of selected questions
 Worksheets

Teacher’s guide
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ISBN Title
9789386824097 Start Up Mathematics - Introductory
9789386824103 Start Up Mathematics - 1
9789386824110 Start Up Mathematics - 2
9789386824127 Start Up Mathematics - 3
9789386824134 Start Up Mathematics - 4
9789386824141 Start Up Mathematics - 5

Exercises given 
after every concept 

in each lesson

Concepts introduced through conversations, stories or examples

Exercises given at the end of the chapter for reviewing the concept 

Concept-based activities to encourage learning by doing

Assessment sheets 
for evaluation

Selected questions from 
NCERT textbook
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Start Up Mathematics is a sincere effort to meet the expectations of students and teachers. The 

books are carefully structured in their content and concepts with a large number of problems 

with varying levels of difficulty. The simple style of writing and the evolution of concepts is done 

keeping in mind the National Curriculum Framework developed by the NCERT. Through these 

books, students learn by experimenting in the laboratory, playing mathematical games and 

solving quizzes and puzzles. They will also learn to justify, reason, analyse and then evaluate.

Start Up Mathematics

ISBN Title
9789386824158 Start Up Mathematics - 6
9789386824165 Start Up Mathematics - 7
9789386824172 Start Up Mathematics - 8

For Classes 6 to 8

key features

 � Emphasis on concept clarity
 � Solutions to some difficult NCERT questions given as examples
 � Ample solved examples given for easy understanding of concepts and quick reference
 � A variety of exercises given including MCQs, Solve Mentally and Let’s Evaluate 

containing objective and subjective questions
 � Activities as per the CBSE guidelines integrated throughout the book
 � Group and pair tasks and projects from real-life applications given
 � Reinforcement of concepts done through graded problems in the exercises
 � Important results given in Remember boxes 

 � At a Glance given at the end of each chapter for quick revision

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

Teacher’s Resource Pack

 Comprehensive lesson plan
 Solutions of selected questions
 Worksheets

Teacher’s guide

 Flip book
 Solutions of selected questions
 Worksheets
 Test generator

Online support
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Activities as inserts 
and in the chapters

Selected questions from 
Exemplar Problems by NCERT

Technology section on Linking 
Mathematics with ICT

Sample Test Papers

Practice Questions for Problem-Based Learning

Thought-provoking 
questions covered 
in Thinking Skills

Selected questions 
from NCERT textbook
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Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum

ICSE Mathematics is a sincere effort to meet the expectations of the students and teachers. 
It aims to help the students gain knowledge of terms, concepts, symbols and methods, and 
apply them while solving the exercises. The books conform to the latest CISCE curriculum. All 
the concepts given in the books have been clearly explained with the help of examples. The 
chapters contain various in-text exercises covering all the concepts taught followed by review 
exercises and progress worksheets. A variety of activities are given to strengthen the knowledge 
of concepts learnt by the students.

ICSE MathematicsFor Classes 1 to 5

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

key features

 � Solved Examples included as per the difficulty levels to strengthen the understanding  
of the concepts

 � In-Text Exercises given after a few concept in each chapter
 � Exercises for reviewing the concepts given at the end of each chapter
 � Various concept based Activities integrated throughout the book
 � Progress Worksheets given at the end of each chapter to evaluate the knowledge and 

understanding of the concepts learnt 
 � Values and Life Skills including questions based on values and life skills to develop 

interpersonal skills
 � Attempt and Score including question bank given at the end of the book
 � Integrate Your Learning including questions to form links with other subjects

 � Maths Fun including game given in the inner back cover of the book to make learning fun

ISBN Title
9789387925854 ICSE Mathematics - 1
9789387925861 ICSE Mathematics - 2
9789387925878 ICSE Mathematics - 3
9789387925885 ICSE Mathematics - 4
9789387925892 ICSE Mathematics - 5
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Questions based on values 
and life skills to develop 
interpersonal skills are 
given in this section

Various concept-based 
activities given at the 
end of the chapter to 
reinforce the concepts 
learnt

Questions to form links 
with other subjects

Progress worksheet given at the 
end of each chapter to evaluate the 
knowledge and understanding of 
the concepts learnt
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ICSE Mathematics is a sincere effort to fulfil the requirements and meet the expectations of 
students and teachers. The books conform to the latest CISCE curriculum. They are carefully 
graded and planned to give comprehensive coverage to all the topics through clear explanations 
and supporting examples. They contain 'in-text exercises' after every section and At A Glance to 
summarize the concepts. Mental Maths, Practice Time and Think Smart consolidate the concepts 
learnt in each chapter. Unit-wise Self-Testing Exercises and Question Bank are given at the end of 
the book for further practice. Concepts' Glimpse and Formula Sheet are provided for a quick recall.

ISBN Title
9789387925908 ICSE Mathematics - 6
9789387925915 ICSE Mathematics - 7
9789387925922 ICSE Mathematics - 8

key features

 � Emphasis on concept clarity
 � Ample solved examples for easy and quick understanding
 � Exercises given after every section within the chapter for reinforcement of concepts done 
 � Important tips and additional information given in Maths Info and Points to remember 
 � At A Glance given at the end of each chapter to summarize the concepts
 � Variety of questions in Mental Maths, Practice Time, and Think Smart consolidate the 

concepts learnt in each chapter
 � Various Activities integrated throughout the book
 � Self-Testing Exercise for each unit compiled at the end of the book
 � Concepts’ Glimpse and Formula Sheet for a quick recall

 � Subject Integration links mathematics with other subjects

ICSE MathematicsFor Classes 6 to 8

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum
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Subject Integration given to link 
mathematics with other subjects

Question Bank given at the 
end of the book for practice

Concepts' Glimpse given at the 
end of the book for quick revision  

Formula Sheet given at the end 
of the book for hands-on revision 
of important formulae

Practice Time in each chapter 
includes a variety  of questions

Think Smart given at the end of 
the chapter includes thought 
provoking questions
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Maths Lab Activity is a series of 8 books for Classes 1 to 8. Each book in the series is organised in 

a logical sequence to help students to learn gradually and comfortably. The content is selected 

keeping in mind the latest guidelines.

Maths Lab Activity

ISBN Title
9789387486447 Start Up Maths Lab Activity - 1
9789387486454 Start Up Maths Lab Activity - 2
9789387486461 Start Up Maths Lab Activity - 3
9789387486478 Start Up Maths Lab Activity - 4

ISBN Title
9789387486485 Start Up Maths Lab Activity - 5
9789387486492 Start Up Maths Lab Activity - 6
9789387486508 Start Up Maths Lab Activity - 7
9789387486515 Start Up Maths Lab Activity - 8

For Classes 1 to 8

key features

 � Concepts explained through simple and interesting activities

 � Each activity enriched with appropriate diagrams and illustrations

 � Simple and easily comprehendible language

 � Step-by-step presentation of procedure

 � Activities included to self-evaluate the understanding of concepts

 � A variety of questions to help evaluate application and analytical skills

 � A variety of questions included to develop logical thinking and reasoning

 � Viva Voce section given with each activity to help gain confidence to answer the 

questions orally

 � Activity Help Sheets given at the end of each book as a support material to do  

the activities
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Concepts explained 
through simple and 
interesting activities

Number Game given in 
books 1 to 5 to make learning 
interesting and fun

Step-by-step presentation of procedure with 
appropriate diagrams and illustrations

Activity Help Sheets given as 
support material

A variety of 
questions to help 
evaluate application, 
thinking and 
analytical skills
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Speed Maths is the maths we do in our heads without the use of calculator and without writing 

down the calculation. There are many ways of finding the answer to any Mental Maths problem, 

and such ‘tricks’ are the focus of this series. Mental Maths has become more important than 

ever and new primary maths syllabuses are reflecting this. All books in the series are framed 

according to the guidelines of the NCERT.

Speed Maths

ISBN Title
9788183271059 Speed Maths - Introductory
9788183271066 Speed Maths - 1
9788183271073 Speed Maths - 2
9788183271080 Speed Maths - 3
9788183271097 Speed Maths - 4
9788183271103 Speed Maths - 5

For Introductory to Class 5

key features

 � Appropriate number of units to comply with each level

 � Each unit has four sets of carefully graded questions to reinforce and consolidate 

important concepts and skills

 � Ideal for revision, homework, consolidation and enrichment

 � Appropriately graded questions written in each lesson

 � Clearly and attractively set out books with hundreds of diagrams, graphs and illustrations

 � Designed in four colour
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Clear diagrams, graphs and illustrations

Illustrations used to convey an important strategy or step

Questions arranged in a special order gradually 
increasing the difficulty level

Strategy fun pages given to motivate and challenge children to 
solve problems that relate to their everyday world.
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NCERT Practice Workbooks Mathematics for Classes 1 to 8 have been developed in accordance 

with the latest NCERT syllabus. The contents presented in these books not only help to understand 

the concepts described and discussed in the main textbook, but also reinforce the concepts 

already learnt by their target readers. Each of these workbooks is presented in an effective format, 

so that students may revise, understand, and self-evaluate through practice exercise.

NCERT Practice Workbooks MathematicsFor Classes 1 to 8

key features

 � Carefully graded contents as per the syllabus
 � Concepts and definitions presented in quick revision format include basic mathematics 

rules
 � Solved examples with detailed explanation of each step (wherever required)
 � Practice exercise at the end of each chapter including ‘Fill in the blanks’, ‘Match the 

columns’ and many other question types
 � By doing practice exercise students can check their level of understanding at each stage 

of their preparation with the aid of many references
 � Answers (with hints of some selected questions) to all questions in the practice exercise

ISBN Title
9789387692275 NCERT Practice Workbook Mathematics - 1
9789387692282 NCERT Practice Workbook Mathematics - 2
9789387692299 NCERT Practice Workbook Mathematics - 3
9789387486980 NCERT Practice Workbook Mathematics - 4

ISBN Title
9789387486997 NCERT Practice Workbook Mathematics - 5
Forthcoming NCERT Practice Workbook Mathematics - 6
Forthcoming NCERT Practice Workbook Mathematics - 7
Forthcoming NCERT Practice Workbook Mathematics - 8
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ifjos'k fganh ikBekyk izosf'kdk Lrj ls vkBoha d{kk rd osQ fy, gSA ;g iqLrd  Üka`[kyk ,u-lh-bZ-vkj-Vh-] 
fofHkUu cksMks± n~okjk LohÑr ikB~;Øe rFkk lh-ch-,l-bZ- dh ubZ f'k{kk iz.kkyh ij vk/kfjr gSA

ifjos'k % fganh ikBekyk izosf'kdk ls 8 rd

fOk'ks"krk,¡

 � izosf'kdk] Hkkx 1 vkSj 2 esa vkd"kZd fp=kksa n~okjk o.kZekyk vkSj 
ek=kkvksa dk Kku

 � Hkkx 2 ls 5 esa izR;sd ikB ls igys ^ikB osQ mn~ns';*
 � vifBr xn~;ka'k vkSj vifBr in~;ka'kksa dk lekos'k
 � Hkkx 3 ls 8 esa 'kCndks'k dk iz;ksx
 � IkkB~;&iqLrd ,oa vH;kl iqfLrdk dk fefJr :i
 � vH;kl&i=kksa ,oa ijh{kk&i=kksa dk lekos'k
 � ljy] lqcks/ rFkk Hkkoiw.kZ Hkk"kk&'kSyh dk iz;ksx
 � cPpksa osQ ekufld Lrj osQ vuqlkj ikBksa ,oa dforkvksa dk p;u
 � fofHkUu lkfgfR;d fo/kvksa ls laca f/r ikB

 Worksheets

Online support material

 Detailed Lesson Plans
 Answer Key
 Assessment Sheet with Answer

Teacher’s guide

 Audio-visual representation 
of each lesson

 Listening Skills
 Interactive Activities
 Assessment Tasks

Animated Student’s CD

 Animated Lessons
 Interactive Learning
 Flipbook
 Test Generator
 Worksheets

Teacher’s CD

Teacher’s Resource Pack

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

With Interactive CD
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ISBN Title
9789386824332 Parivesh: Hindi Praveshika, with CD
9789386824349 Parivesh: Hindi Pathmala - 1, with CD
9789386824356 Parivesh: Hindi Pathmala - 2, with CD
9789386824363 Parivesh: Hindi Pathmala - 3, with CD
9789386824370 Parivesh: Hindi Pathmala - 4, with CD
9789386824387 Parivesh: Hindi Pathmala - 5, with CD
9789386824394 Parivesh: Hindi Pathmala - 6, with CD
9789386824400 Parivesh: Hindi Pathmala - 7, with CD
9789386824417 Parivesh: Hindi Pathmala - 8, with CD

jaxhu] vkoZQ"kd ,oa 
Hkkoiw.kZ fp=k

vfrfjDr fp=kdFkkvksa ,oa dgkfu;ksa dk iz;ksx
lkekftd ifjos'k ls tqM+s ikB

ikBksa ls laca f/r iz'u&i=kksa 
dk vH;kl

vH;kl esa fofo/rk ,oa 
ekSfydrk
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vfojy fganh ikBekyk izosf'kdk Lrj ls vkBoha d{kk rd osQ fy, gSA ;g iqLrd  Ük`a[kyk ubZ o vk/qfud 
f'k{k.k fof/;ksa osQ vuqlkj rS;kj dh xbZ gSA bl ikBekyk esa gekjk mn~ns'; jgk gS fd cPps fganh fy[kus vkSj 
cksyus osQ lkFk&lkFk jpukRed vfHkO;fDr osQ fy, Hkh izsfjr gksaA

vfojy % fganh ikBekyk

vfojy % fganh vH;kl iqfLrdk

izosf'kdk ls 8 rd

fOk'ks"krk,¡

 � ubZ jk"Vªh; f'k{kk uhfr osQ vuq:i ikB~; fcanqvksa dk p;u
 � ekuo lalk/u fodkl ea=kky; Hkkjr ljdkj n~okjk funsZf'kr ekud orZuh dk iz;ksx
 � ljy] lqcks/ rFkk Hkkoiw.kZ Hkk"kk&'kSyh dk iz;ksx
 � fofHkUu lkfgfR;d fo/kvksa ls laca f/r ikB
 � lqanj] ltho fp=k vkSj uohu jpukRed xfrfof/;ksa dk lekos'k
 � Hkkx 1 ls 5 rd ikB~;&iqLrd rFkk vH;kl iqfLrdk dk vn~Hkqr fefJr :i
 � cPpksa osQ ekufld Lrj ,oa lkekftd ifjos'k osQ vuqlkj y;kRed dforkvksa dk p;u
 � f'k{kdksa osQ ekxZn'kZu gsrq f'k{kd&nf'Zkdk,¡
 � fofHkUu vH;klksa n~okjk fon~;kfFkZ;ksa dh fujarj izxfr dk vkdyu
 � vH;kl&i=kksa rFkk ijh{kk&i=kksa dk lekos'k

 Worksheets
 Download study 

material from 
www.vivadigital.in

Online support

 Detailed Lesson Plans
 Answer Key
 Exercises with Teaching 

Methodology
 Assessment Sheet  

with Answer

Teacher’s guide

 Audio-visual lessons
 Interactive exercises

CD for Students

Teacher’s Resource Pack
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dYiuk'kfDr tkx`r djus gsrq 
vkd"kZd fp=kkadu vkSj izLrqfr

cPpksa dks i<+us dk vkuan 
iznku djus okyh lkexzh

jaxhu] vkd"kZd ,oa Hkkoiw.kZ fp=k

vH;kl lkexzh esa fofo/rk] 
ekSfydrk vkSj l`tu'khyrk

cPpksa dh lksp vkSj ftKklk dk 
fodkl djus okyh lkexzh

f'k{kdksa dh lgk;rk osQ fy, 
;FkklaHko vè;kiu laosQr

vkb, dfork cuk,¡ % dfork 
fy[kuk fl[kkus dk vuwBk iz;ksx

jkspd <ax ls uis&rqys 'kCnksa 
esa vH;kl vkSj laosQr

Hkk"kk o O;kdj.k dk Øecn~/ Kku

Hkk"kk esa #fp c<+kus osQ fy, 
vfrfjDr fp=kdFkkvksa] dgkfu;ksa 
rFkk dforkvksa dk iz;ksx

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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ISBN Title
9789387153387 Aviral: Hindi Praveshika, with CD
9789387153394 Aviral: Hindi Pathmala - 1, with CD
9789387153400 Aviral: Hindi Pathmala - 2, with CD
9789387153417 Aviral: Hindi Pathmala - 3, with CD
9789387153424 Aviral: Hindi Pathmala - 4, with CD
9789387153431 Aviral: Hindi Pathmala - 5, with CD
9789387153448 Aviral: Hindi Pathmala - 6, with CD
9789387153455 Aviral: Hindi Pathmala - 7, with CD
9789387153462 Aviral: Hindi Pathmala - 8, with CD
9788130915708 Aviral: Workbook - 6
9788130915715 Aviral: Workbook - 7
9788130915722 Aviral: Workbook - 8

ijh{kk&i=k vkSj 
vH;kl&i=k

fofo/ jkspd xfrfof/;k¡

cqn~f/foykl osQ :i 
esa jkspd xfrfof/;k¡
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lafprk fganh ikBekyk izosf'kdk Lrj ls vkBoha d{kk rd osQ fy, gSA lafprk (CISCE) osQ uohu ikB~;Øe 
ij vk/kfjr gSA ;g  Ük`a[kyk iw.kZ :i ls cPpksa dh jQfp ,oa ekufld Lrj osQ vuqowQy gSA

lafprk % fganh ikBekyk ,oa vH;kl iqfLrdkizosf'kdk ls 8 rd

 Worksheets

Online support material

 Detailed Lesson Plans
 Answer Key
 Audio-visual CD

Teacher’s resourcesfOk'ks"krk,¡

 � lh-vkbZ-,l-lh-bZ- n~okjk fu/kZfjr u, ikB~;Øe osQ vuqlkj
 � izosf'kdk vkSj Hkkx 1 esa lqanj fp=kksa n~okjk o.kZekyk vkSj 
ek=kkvksa dk Kku

 � ljy] lqcks/ rFkk Hkkoiw.kZ Hkk"kk&'kSyh dk iz;ksx
 � fofHkUu lkfgfR;d fo/kvksa ls lacaf/r ikB
 � lqanj] ltho fp=k vkSj uohu jpukRed xfrfof/;ksa  
dk lekos'k

 � ikB~;&iqLrd rFkk vH;kl iqfLrdk dk vn~Hkqr fefJr :i
 � Hkkx 1 ls 5 esa ?kj rFkk fon~;ky; esa cPpksa ls vH;kl 
djokus osQ fy, mi;ksxh ÝyS'k dkMZ rFkk pkVZ

 � Hkkx 6 ls 8 esa ys[kd ifjp;] 'kCn laink osQ pkVZ] 
vifBr xn~;ka'k vkSj in~;ka'k] cqn~f/foykl vkSj Hkk"kk&[ksy

 � cPpksa osQ ekufld Lrj ,oa lkekftd ifjos'k osQ vuqlkj 
y;kRed dforkvksa dk p;u

 � f'k{kdksa osQ ekxZn'kZu gsrq f'k{kd&nf'Zkdk,¡
 � vH;kl&i=kksa rFkk ijh{kk&i=kksa dk lekos'k

ISBN Title
9789386824516 ICSE Sanchita - Praveshika
9789386824523 ICSE Sanchita - 1
9789386824530 ICSE Sanchita - 2
9789386824547 ICSE Sanchita - 3
9789386824554 ICSE Sanchita - 4
9789386824561 ICSE Sanchita - 5
9789386824578 ICSE Sanchita - 6
9789386824585 ICSE Sanchita - 7

9789386824592 ICSE Sanchita - 8

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum
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ia[kqfM+;k¡ fganh ikBekyk izosf'kdk Lrj ls vkBoha d{kk rd osQ fy, gSA bl ikBekyk esa cky euksfoKku rFkk 
Nk=kksa dh ;ksX;rkuqlkj lnkpkj] izse] R;kx vkfn ln~xq.kksa dk rFkk thou esa dne&dne ij uSfrd ewY;ksa dh 
vfuok;Zrk ij cy fn;k x;k gSA

ia[kqfM+;k¡ % fganh ikBekyk izosf'kdk ls 8 rd

fOk'ks"krk,¡

 � ikB ljl] jkspd rFkk ljy rjhosQ ls fl[kk, x, gSaA
 � ;g cky euksfoKku ij vk/kfjr gS] ftlesa vk;q rFkk ekufld Lrj dk iwjk è;ku j[kk x;k gSA
 � ikB uSfrd ewY;ksa ls rFkk uohure rduhdh Kku osQ rF;ksa ls ifjiw.kZ gSaA
 � Hkk"kk vè;;u rFkk O;kdj.k Kku dks è;ku esa j[kdj iz'u rFkk vH;kl fy[ks x, gSaA
 � lqanj rFkk vkd"kZd fp=k ,oa lgt mi;ksxh vè;kiu laosQr fn, x, gSaA
 � f'k{kdksa osQ ekxZn'kZu gsrq f'k{kd&nf'Zkdk,¡ miyC/ gSaA

 Worksheets

Online support material

 Detailed Lesson Plans
 Answer Key

Teacher’s guide

 Audio video representation of each lessons
 Interactive Learning
 Flipbook
 Test Generator
 Printable Worksheets

Teacher’s CD

Teacher’s Resource Pack

ia[kqfM+;k¡ % fganh vH;kl iqfLrdk

Revised 
Edition
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ISBN Title
9788130933139 Pankhudiyan: Hindi Praveshika, Revised Edition
9788130933146 Pankhudiyan: Hindi Pathmala - 1, Revised Edition
9788130933153 Pankhudiyan: Hindi Pathmala - 2, Revised Edition
9788130933160 Pankhudiyan: Hindi Pathmala - 3, Revised Edition
9788130933177 Pankhudiyan: Hindi Pathmala - 4, Revised Edition
9788130933184 Pankhudiyan: Hindi Pathmala - 5, Revised Edition
9788130933191 Pankhudiyan: Hindi Pathmala - 6, Revised Edition
9788130933207 Pankhudiyan: Hindi Pathmala - 7, Revised Edition
9788130933214 Pankhudiyan: Hindi Pathmala - 8, Revised Edition

ISBN Title
9788130933221 Pankhudiyan: Workbook - 1, Revised Edition
9788130933238 Pankhudiyan: Workbook - 2, Revised Edition
9788130933245 Pankhudiyan: Workbook - 3, Revised Edition
9788130933252 Pankhudiyan: Workbook - 4, Revised Edition
9788130933269 Pankhudiyan: Workbook - 5, Revised Edition
9788130933276 Pankhudiyan: Workbook - 6, Revised Edition
9788130933283 Pankhudiyan: Workbook - 7, Revised Edition
9788130933290 Pankhudiyan: Workbook - 8, Revised Edition

cPpksa dh ckSn~f/d 
{kerk o Lrj osQ vuqlkj 
dforkvksa dk p;u

fofo/ lkfgfR;d fo/kvksa ls lacaf/r ikB

vkd"kZd jaxhu fp=kksa dk lekos'k

Hkk"kk o O;kdj.k 
dk Øecn~/ Kku

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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eatjh ljy fganh ikBekyk Hkkx 1 Lks 8 dk fuekZ.k vkt dh cnyrh ubZ lksp osQ vuq:i fd;k x;k gSA ;g 
iqLrd  Üka`[kyk fganh vkSj vfganh Hkk"kh {ks=kksa osQ fon~;kfFkZ;ksa osQ fy, gSA vfganh Hkk"kh fon~;kfFkZ;ksa dks fganh 
lh[kus esa dfBukbZ u gks blosQ fy, 'kCnksa osQ vFkZ rFkk funsZ'k vaxzs”kh Hkk"kk esa Hkh fn, x, gSaA

eatjh % ljy fganh ikBekyk 1 ls 8 rd

fOk'ks"krk,¡

 � Hkkx 1 esa fp=kksa n~okjk Loj&O;atuksa dh igpku
 � Hkkx 2 esa ek=kkvksa] okD; jpuk vkSj ljy la;qDr O;atuksa dk Kku
 � cPpksa dks ljy fof/ ls fganh fl[kkus esa lgk;d
 � Hkk"kk osQ fodkl osQ fy, Lrj osQ vuqlkj vkd"kZd fp=k ,oa ljy] NksVs vkSj jkspd ikBksa dk p;u
 � ikB~;&iqLrd rFkk vH;kl iqfLrdk dk feyk&tqyk :i (1 Lks 8)
 � ljy vkSj euksjatd xfrfof/;k¡
 � O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k (Functional Grammar) osQ vk/kj ij vH;kl
 � fp=kksa osQ n~okjk fganh 'kCn&HkaMkj dks c<+kus dk iz;kl
 � lHkh Hkk"kk dkS'kyksa tSls lquuk] cksyuk] i<+uk] fy[kuk vkfn ij vk/kfjr iz'uksa dk lekos'k
 � ikB esa vk, lHkh dfBu 'kCnksa dk fganh vkSj vaxzs”kh esa vFkZ
 � vaxzs”kh Hkk"kk esa ikB dk lkjka'k (6 Lks 8)
 � f'k{kdksa osQ ekxZn'kZu gsrq f'k{kd&nf'Zkdk,¡

 Worksheets

Online support material

 Audio video representation of each lessons
 Interactive Learning
 Flipbook
 Test Generator
 Audio for listening and speaking skills given 

in the text books (6–8)

Teacher’s CD

 Detailed Lesson Plans (6–8)
 Answer Key
 Assessment Sheets with Answer

Teacher’s guide

Teacher’s Resource PackTeacher’s CD available
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ISBN Title
9788130925646 Manjari: Saral Hindi Pathmala - 1
9788130925653 Manjari: Saral Hindi Pathmala - 2
9788130925660 Manjari: Saral Hindi Pathmala - 3
9788130925677 Manjari: Saral Hindi Pathmala - 4

ISBN Title
9788130925684 Manjari: Saral Hindi Pathmala - 5
9788130933467 Manjari: Saral Hindi Pathmala - 6
9788130933474 Manjari: Saral Hindi Pathmala - 7
9788130933481 Manjari: Saral Hindi Pathmala - 8

Lkh<+h&nj&Lkh<+h v{kj 
fl[kkus dh fof/ 

JqrHkko xzg.k osQ fy, vH;kl

izR;sd ikB dk vaxzs”kh esa lkjka'k

izR;sd ikB osQ var esa 
ys[kd@dfo dk ifjp;

fp=kksa n~okjk Loj o 
O;atuksa dk ifjp;

ikB ls vfrfjDr Kku 
izkfIr dh lksp

fofo/ izdkj osQ vH;kl

NksVs&NksVs okD;ksa 
ls O;kdj.k Kku

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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ljy fganh

ljy fganh ikBekyk Hkk"kk dks ljyrk ls lh[kus vkSj fl[kkus dh vuwBh  Üka`[kyk gSA ;g iqLrd  Üka`[kyk cPpksa 
dh jQfp vkSj Lrj osQ vuqowQy gSA bldk fuekZ.k fganh vkSj vfganh Hkk"kh {ks=kksa osQ fon~;kfFkZ;ksa osQ fy, fd;k 
x;k gSA vfganh Hkk"kh fon~;kfFkZ;ksa dks fganh lh[kus esa dfBukbZ u gks blosQ fy, 'kCnksa osQ vFkZ rFkk funsZ'k 
vaxzs”kh Hkk"kk esa Hkh fn, x, gSaA

fOk'ks"krk,¡

 � cPpksa dks ljy fof/ ls fganh fl[kkus esa lgk;d
 � vkd"kZd fp=k ,oa ljy] NksVs vkSj jkspd ikBksa dk  
p;u

 � ikB~;&iqLrd rFkk vH;kl iqfLrdk dk feyk&tqyk  
:i (1 Lks 8)

 � ljy vkSj euksjatd xfrfof/;k¡] fp=kksa osQ ekè;e ls 
ifjppkZ osQ volj

 � nf{k.k Hkkjr osQ ifjos'k osQ vuqowQy iBu lkexzh dk 
p;u

 � fp=kksa osQ n~okjk fganh 'kCn&HkaMkj dks c<+kus dk iz;kl
 � lHkh Hkk"kk dkS'kyksa tSls lquuk] cksyuk] i<+uk] fy[kuk 
vkfn ij vk/kfjr iz'uksa dk lekos'k

 � ikB esa vk, lHkh dfBu 'kCnksa dk fganh vkSj vaxzs”kh  
esa vFkZ] eqgkojksa osQ vFkZ

 � vaxzs”kh Hkk"kk esa ikB dk lkjka'k (4 Lks 8)
 � viuh ekr`Hkk"kk esa vuqokn djus gsrq vH;kl
 � [ksy] i;kZoj.k&laj{k.k] thou&la?k"kZ] LoPNrk ij  
vk/kfjr ikB ,oa dfork,¡

 � f'k{kdksa osQ ekxZn'kZu gsrq f'k{kd&nf'Zkdk,¡

 Animated Lessons
 Interactive Learning
 Flipbook
 Test Generator
 Worksheets

Digital support

 Detailed Lesson Plans (1–8)
 Answer Key

Teacher’s guide

Teacher’s Resource Pack

1 ls 8 rd

ISBN Title
9789388653152 Saral Hindi - 1
9789388653169 Saral Hindi - 2
9789388653176 Saral Hindi - 3
9789388653183 Saral Hindi - 4
9789388653190 Saral Hindi - 5
9789388653206 Saral Hindi - 6
9789388653213 Saral Hindi - 7
9789388653220 Saral Hindi - 8
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fganh O;kd
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fganh O;kdj.k ,u-lh-bZ-vkj-Vh- ,oa vU; izkarh; f'k{kk ifj"knksa n~okjk LohÑr uohu ikB~;Øe osQ funsZ'kkuqlkj 
rS;kj dh xbZ gSA izLrqr iqLrd  Ük`a[kyk dk izeq[k mn~ns'; O;kdj.k tSls uhjl le>s tkus okys fo"k; dks 
vf/d ls vf/d O;kogkfjd] jkspd rFkk cks/xE; cukuk gSA

fganh O;kdj.k

ISBN Title
9789386824431 Hindi Vyakaran - 1
9789386824448 Hindi Vyakaran - 2
9789386824455 Hindi Vyakaran - 3
9789386824462 Hindi Vyakaran - 4
9789386824479 Hindi Vyakaran - 5
9789386824486 Hindi Vyakaran - 6
9789386824493 Hindi Vyakaran - 7
9789386824509 Hindi Vyakaran - 8
9789387692251 Hindi Vyakaran (A) - 9 and 10
9789387692473 Hindi Vyakaran (B) - 9 and 10

1 ls 10 rd

 � jk"Vªh; ikB~;Øe n~okjk izLrkfor uohu ikB~;Øe 
osQ vuqlkj

 � ljy vkSj lgt fof/ ls O;kdjf.kd fu;eksa dks 
fl[kkus osQ jkspd] vfHkuo vkSj lkFkZd iz;kl

 � jpukRed vkSj l`tukRed i{k ij fo'ks"k cy
 � vkd"kZd fp=kksa osQ ekè;e ls O;kdjf.kd Kku
 � ljy] lqcks/ rFkk Hkkoiw.kZ Hkk"kk&'kSyh dk iz;ksx
 � ikB osQ var esa ^vc rd geus lh[kk* osQ varxZr 
ikB osQ egRoiw.kZ fcanqvksa dk Kku

 � vH;klksa esa fofo/rk vkSj ekSfydrk dk lekos'k
 � Hkk"kkbZ [ksy vkSj 'kCn jpuk osQ ekè;e ls 
'kCn&HkaMkj dh o`n~f/ osQ leqfpr volj

fOk'ks"krk,¡

61

 Audio Visual
 Interactive Learning
 Flipbook
 Test Generator
 Worksheets

Digital support

 Detailed Lesson  
 Plans (1–8)
 Answer Key

Teacher’s guide

Teacher’s Resource Pack
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cPpksa dks vkuan iznku djus okyh lkexzh

[ksy&[ksy esa 'kCn&HkaMkj dh o`n~f/fparu rFkk fyf[kr vfHkO;fDr 
osQ i;kZIr volj

vkd"kZd fp=kksa osQ ekè;e ls fo"k; dks Li"V djus dk iz;kl

fo"k;&oLrq dk ljy ,oa jkspd <ax ls izLrqrhdj.k
vH;kl lkexzh esa fofo/rk o ekSfydrk

fon~;kfFZk;ksa osQ lh[ks x, Kku dk laiw.kZ ewY;kadu

uohu fof/;ksa n~okjk O;kdj.k Kku
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ve`re~ laLÑr ikBekyk Pkkj Hkkxksa esa miyC/ gS μ izosf'kdk] izFke] n~forh; ,oa r`rh;A ;g iqLrd  Ük`a[kyk 
jk"Vªh; ikB~;Øe osQ vuq:i ekè;fed d{kkvksa gsrq fodflr dh xbZ gSA bldk mn~ns'; iqLrd  Üka`[kyk osQ izfr 
#fp mRiUu djkus osQ lkFk&lkFk mlosQ lajpukRed Lo:i dk izkjafHkd cks/ djkuk gSA

ve`re~ laLÑr ikBekyk

fOk'ks"krk,¡

 � ljy ,oa izokgiw.kZ Hkk"kk dk iz;ksx
 � Nk=kksa osQ ckSn~f/d Lrj osQ vuq:i ikB~;oLrq 
dk p;u

 � laLÑr Hkk"kk ,oa lkfgR; dh ewy Hkkouk dk 
ifjp;kRed cks/ djkuk

 � fp=kksa dh lgk;rk ls #fpdj fo"k;&oLrq dk 
izLrqrhdj.k

 � Hkk"kk osQ pkjksa dkS'kyksaμJo.k] iBu] ys[ku 
,oa Okkpu dk i;kZIr volj iznku djuk

 � O;kdjf.kd rRoksa dk lgt ,oa ljyrk ls 
cks/ djkuk

 � lh-ch-,l-bZ- ikB~;Øe osQ vuqlkj ikB 
fodflr dj iz'uksa dk foospu rFkk fofo/ 
izdkj dh iz'ukoyh dk lekos'k

 � ljy 'yksdksa n~okjk laLÑr Hkk"kk dh fofo/rk 
,oa uSfrd psruk vkfn ls voxr djkuk

 � jkspd xfrfof/;ksa ,oa ifj;kstukvksa ls ifjiw.kZ
 � ekSf[kd o ifBr vH;kl osQ fy, 'kCnkFkZ 
lfgr vfrfjDr ikB ,oa dfork,¡

 � ewY;kadu osQ fy, vkn'kZ iz'u&i=k

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

 izosf'kdk ls 3 rd

ISBN Title

9789387486003 Amritam Sanskrit Pathmala - Praveshika
9789387486010 Amritam Sanskrit Pathmala - 1
9789387486027 Amritam Sanskrit Pathmala - 2
9789387486034 Amritam Sanskrit Pathmala - 3

Teacher’s guide

f'k{kd lalk/u dh f'k{kd nf'kZdk 

(Teacher’s Manual) vkSj vkWuykbu 

lgk;rk (Online Support) esa ikB 

dk vuqokn] mRrjkoyh ,oa O;kdj.k 

mRrjkoyh miyC/ gSA

Teacher’s CD

f'k{kd lalk/u lh-Mh- (Teacher’s CD) esa ikBksa osQ 

okpu] voyksdu (Audio-visual Lessons)] vH;kl 

(Interactive exercises)] JqrHkko xzg.k (Listening 

Tasks)] iz'u&i=k tfu=k (Test Generator) ,oa 

bZ&iqfLrdk (E-book) miyC/ gSA

63
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 izosf'kdk ls 3 rd

;g iqLrd  Ük`a[kyk jk"Vªh; 'kSf{kd vuqla/ku ,oa izkSn~;ksfxdh ifj"kn osQ uohure ikB~;Øe osQ vuqlkj rS;kj dh 
xbZ gSA Nk=kkvksa dh {kerk dks n`f"Vxr j[kdj iz'u fuekZ.k ,oa vH;kl dk;Z fn, x, gSa ftlls Nk=k uohure 
fof/ ls fo"k; dks ljyrkiwoZd le>sa o vkRelkr~ dj losaQA

laLÑr O;kdj.k

ISBN Title
9789387692862 Sanskrit Vyakaran - Praveshika
9789387692879 Sanskrit Vyakaran - 1
9789387692886 Sanskrit Vyakaran - 2
9789387692893 Sanskrit Vyakaran - 3

64

fOk'ks"krk,¡

 � ljy ,oa cks/xE; Hkk"kk esa funsZ'k o fo"k;&oLrq dk izdk'ku
 � Hkkf"kd rRoksa dk Øe'k% fodkl o mi;ksxh vH;kl
 � fon~;kfFkZ;ksa osQ ckSn~f/d o ekufld Lrj osQ vuq:i fo"k;&oLrq dk p;u
 � Hkk"kk osQ pkjksa dkS'kyksaμJo.k] iBu] ys[ku o okpu osQ fodkl dk iz;kl
 � 'kqn~/ Hkk"kk&Kku ,oa 'kqn~/ O;kdj.k ij fo'ks"k cy 
 � laLÑr dh èofu;ksa osQ 'kqn~/ mPpkj.k gsrq mudk lw{e foospu
 � laizs"k.kk/kfjr (dE;wfuosQfVo) ikB~;Øe osQ vuq:i O;kdj.k&Kku dk fodkl
 � o.kZ&foU;kl] 'kCn :i] /krq:i] vO;;] la[;k] milxZ] laf/] lekl] izR;;] dkjd o miin] 
vuqokn o v'kqn~f/ la'kks/uksa dk lksnkgj.k fo'kn foospu

 � vifBrka'k vocks/ue esa y?kq o nh?kZ nksuksa izdkj osQ xn~;ka'kksa dk i;kZIr vH;kl
 � jpukRed dk;Z osQ varxZr i=k ys[ku] laokn o fp=k ys[kuksa dk fofo/rkiw.kZ vH;kl] lHkh izdkj osQ 
fp=k ys[kuksa dk lekos'k
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Start Up Science

ISBN Title
9789388386005 Start Up Science - 1
9789388386012 Start Up Science - 2
9789388386029 Start Up Science - 3
9789388386036 Start Up Science - 4
9789388386043 Start Up Science - 5

For Classes 1 to 5

key features

 � A series of textbooks carefully designed according to the latest syllabus

 � A number of activities included to nurture and develop the skills of investigation and 

experimentation

 � Questions based on Thinking Skills included

 � Oral questions interspersed throughout the text

 � A variety of exercises provided for assessment

 � Activities like unscramble, select the odd one, crossword puzzle and word search given 

to assess the concepts learnt

 � A number of projects and activities consisting of experiments, data collection and 

handling, surveys, presentations, projects and organising campaigns, incorporated

 � Sample test papers given to evaluate the performance of students

 � Self-explanatory pull-out charts at the end of books l and 2

 � General awareness based insert sheets and in-text boxes interspersed throughout 

books 3 to 5

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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’Bingo’s Challenge!' in classes 3 to 5 
includes questions based on Thinking Skills

Insert sheets and in-text boxes interspersed 
throughout books (3 to 5) to increase awareness

Carefully planned ‘Project and Activities’ to 
inculcate scientific attitude and teamwork 
among students

In-text oral questions in the form of ‘Quick Recall’

‘Bingo’s Knowledge Bank’ in classes 3 to 5 provides 
extra information relevant to the concepts taught
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ISBN Title
9789388386050 Start Up Science - 6
9789388386067 Start Up Science - 7
9789388386074 Start Up Science - 8

Start Up Science

Practice for Science Olympiad

For Classes 6 to 8

key features

 � Activity-oriented approach towards learning to develop various scientific skills

 � Margin comments consisting of Word Meanings, Key Facts and Do You Know?

 � Important definitions covered in the chapter given at the end of the text for quick 

reference

 � Questions based on Thinking Skills included in Classroom Discussion

 � In-text oral questions provided in Answer Orally

 � Carefully designed exercises to assess the concepts learnt 

 � Ample variety of projects in Do and Learn

 � Weblinks in each chapter to help children find more information through the Internet

 � Sample test papers to assess the performance of students

 � Practice Questions for Science Olympiad given at the end of each book

 � Interactive Learning App, Online Support, Workbooks and Lab Manuals also available

Workbooks
and  

Lab Manuals 
also available

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

Teacher’s CD available
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Activity-oriented 
approach to learning

Margin comments consisting of word meanings, Key Facts, 
Mind Scramblers, Classroom Discussions (based on Thinking 
Skills) and Do You Know

Do and Learn tasks including  
focused activities and projects

In-text questions in the form of Answer Orally

Practice questions for Science Olympiad at the 
end of each book
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ISBN Title
9789387486263 Start Up Science Workbook - 6
9789387486270 Start Up Science Workbook - 7
9789387486287 Start Up Science Workbook - 8

Start Up Science WorkbooksFor Classes 6 to 8

key features

 � Each chapter begins with a summary given in points for quick review.

 � A variety of objective questions like multiple choice, fill in the blanks, match the 

following and one word answer are included.

 � Subjective exercises like correct the false statements, give reasons, find the odd one 

out and justify, define, differentiate, and short and long answers are incorporated in  

the books.

 � Questions based on Higher Order Thinking Skills, diagrams and numericals are also given.

 � A variety of multiple choice questions based on practical skills are also included.

 � A separate section on laboratory including common laboratory apparatus, and general 

guidelines and precautions is given in the beginning.

 � Sample test papers are incorporated.

 � Adequate space has been given to answer the objective-type questions while the 

subjective questions have to be answered in the notebooks.

Viva Start Up Science Workbooks have been especially prepared for the students of classes 6, 7 

and 8. They complement the textbooks to help students prepare for evaluation and for additional 

practice and self-assessment.
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For Classes 6 to 8

ISBN Title
9789387692343 Start Up Science Lab Manual - 6
9789387692350 Start Up Science Lab Manual - 7
9789387692367 Start Up Science Lab Manual - 8

Start Up Science Lab Manuals for classes 6 to 8 aim at providing a hands-on learning experience 

to students to explore fundamentals of science. The books are designed to sharpen scientific 

skills like experimentation, observation, interpretation and conclusion. The content is carefully 

structured keeping in mind the philosophy, vision and mission of NCF 2005.

Start Up Science Lab Manuals

key features

 � Precautions to be taken in a laboratory included in the section Laboratory Ethics

 � Systematic presentation of experiments

 � Neat and labelled diagrams to aid procedure, wherever necessary

 � Viva Voce a  nd Multiple Choice Questions at the end of each experiment for self-

evaluation 

 � A variety of projects and activities given in a separate section

Practical
Sheets

Included
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ISBN Title
9789387925953 ICSE Science - 3
9789387925960 ICSE Science - 4
9789387925977 ICSE Science - 5

ICSE ScienceFor Classes 3 to 5

key features

 � Written in an engaging and interesting style
 � Conceptual skeleton of each chapter represented through Key Concepts 
 � Inclusion of visual learning through neat, clear, and well-labelled diagrams and illustrations
 � Extra information relevant to the concepts included in Did You Know columns in 

between text
 � Activity Time including in-text activities on experimentation and investigation
 � Time to Revise section interspersed in the text containing objective assessment 

exercises to recall and review the concepts learnt 
 � Terms to Know given at the end of each chapter including definitions of important terms
 � Quick Look given at the end of each chapter to consolidate the concepts learnt 
 � Various assessment tools included in Exercises to reinforce the concepts learnt in  

the chapter
 � Thought-provoking questions included in Think and Answer section to develop critical 

thinking in students, and assess their application of knowledge gained
 � Questions based on life skills included in Talk About section to help students solve real 

life situation based problems and build interpersonal skills
 � Link and Learn including activities to form link with other subjects
 � A variety of hands-on activities and projects under the sections Project Time, 

Observation Corner, Outdoor Activity and Group Activity included in Do and Learn 
worksheet given at the end of each chapter

 � Assessment Sheets provided as an assessment tool to assess the overall knowledge of  
the students

Values and Life Skills Focused

Practice for Science Olympiad

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum
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ICSE Biology For Classes 6 to 8

key features

 � Conceptual skeleton of each chapter represented through Key Concepts
 � Meanings of difficult words and extra information relevant to the concepts given in 

separate boxes (Know More)
 � Know Your Scientist boxes carry information on contribution of notable scientists
 � Key Words defined at the end of each chapter
 � Quick Review given at the end of each chapter to consolidate the concepts learnt
 � Test Yourself section containing objective assessment exercises interspersed in the text 

to recall and review the concepts learnt
 � Various assessment tools included in Exercises to reinforce the concepts learnt in  

the chapter
 � Picture-based questions given under the section Observe and Perform to develop 

observational skills
 � Questions based on thinking skills given in the section Apply Your Leaning to develop 

critical thinking in students and assess their application of knowledge gained
 � Life Skills questions included to help students solve real life situation-based problems
 � Integrate Your Learning section, a correlation-based approach to help students create 

links between different subjects
 � Engaging and interesting activities given under the section Projects and Activities
 � Review Your Learning given at the end of each chapter to assess the concepts of the students
 � At a Glance including concised concepts of chapters in the form of flowcharts
 � Ask and Learn, a learning activity on framing and asking questions
 � Attempt and Score provided as an assessment tool to assess the overall knowledge of 

the students

 � Logical Thinking questions given to enhance logical and critical thinking

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum

download study material 
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Conceptual skeleton of each 
chapter

Warm-up activities to assess learning 
in previous classes

'Know Your Scientist' 
carrying information about 
notable scientists and their 
contributions

Concise concepts of each chapter 
given in the form of flowcharts in 
the section ‘At a Glance’

ISBN Title
9789387925687 ICSE Biology - 6
9789387925694 ICSE Biology - 7
9789387925700 ICSE Biology - 8
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ICSE Physics

ISBN Title
9789387925717 ICSE Physics - 6
9789387925724 ICSE Physics - 7
9789387925731 ICSE Physics - 8

For Classes 6 to 8

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum

key features

 � Conceptual skeleton of each chapter represented through Key Concepts

 � Margin comments consisting of meanings of difficult words, extra information relevant to 
the concepts in Enlighten Your Mind and thought-provoking questions in Curious Mind

 � Stop and Reflect section containing objective assessment exercises

 � Know Your Scientist boxes carry information on contribution of notable scientists

 � Vocabulary and Quick Review given at the end of each chapter

 � Various assessment tools included in Exercises to reinforce the concepts learnt in the chapter

 � Picture-based questions included in the section Observe and Perform

 � Questions based on thinking skills given in Apply Your Learning to develop critical 
thinking in students and to assess their application of knowledge gained

 � Life Skills based questions given to develop interpersonal skills in students

 � Integrate Your Learning section, a correlation-based approach to help students create 
links between different subjects

 � Engaging and interesting activities given in the section Projects and Activities

 � Review Your Learning given at the end of each chapter to assess the conceptual knowledge 

of students
 � At a Glance includes concept maps of each chapter

 � Ask and Learn, a learning activity on framing and asking questions

 � Attempt and Score provided as an assessment tool to assess the overall knowledge of  
the students 

 � Logical Thinking questions given to enhance logical and critical thinking
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Extra information 
given in separate 
boxes

Extra information relevant 
to the concept provided in 
‘Enlighten Your Mind'

A number of exercises 
interspersed 
throughout the text 
in ’Stop and Reflect’ 
section given to recall 
the concepts learnt

‘Ask and Learn’ section providing 
a valuable learning activity to 
encourage students frame and ask 
questions in class 

Various activities 
interspersed 
throughout the text to 
aid learning

‘Review Your Learning’– an assessment 
sheet provided to help students to check 
their understanding of the text 
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ICSE Chemistry For Classes 6 to 8

key features

 � Conceptual skeleton of each chapter represented through Key Concepts
 � Margin comments consisting of meanings of difficult words, extra information relevant 

to the concepts in Thirst for Knowledge and thought-provoking questions in Thinking 
Fountain

 � Know Your Scientist boxes carry information on contribution of notable scientists
 � Terms to Know and Summary given at the end of each chapter to consolidate important 

definitions and the concepts learnt
 � Take a Break! section containing objective assessment exercises interspersed in the text 

to recall and review the concepts learnt
 � Various assessment tools included in Exercises to reinforce the concepts learnt in the chapter
 � Picture-based questions included in the section Observe and Perform to develop the 

observational skills in students
 � Questions based on thinking skills given in Apply Your Learning to develop critical 

thinking in students and to assess their application of knowledge gained
 � Life Skills based questions given to develop interpersonal skills in students
 � Integrate Your Learning section, a correlation-based approach to help students create 

links between different subjects
 � Engaging and interesting activities given in the section Projects and Activities to nurture 

and develop scientific skills
 � At a Glance including concised concepts of chapters in the form of flowcharts

 � Ask and Learn, a learning activity on framing and asking questions
 � Review Your Learning given at the end of each chapter to assess the conceptual 

knowledge of students
 � Attempt and Score provided as an assessment tool to assess the overall knowledge of  

the students
 � Logical Thinking questions given to enhance logical and critical thinking

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum

download study material 
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ISBN Title
9789387925748 ICSE Chemistry - 6
9789387925755 ICSE Chemistry - 7
9789387925762 ICSE Chemistry - 8

Critical thinking questions 
given at the end of the 
book to enhance logic and 
observational skills in the 
section ‘Logical Thinking’

A variety of objective and 
subjective exercises, 
projects and activities at 
the end of each chapter

Interesting and 
engaging activities given 
in the section ‘Projects 
and Activities’

‘Integrate Your 
Learning’–A correlation-
based approach to help 
students create links 
between different subjects

‘Apply Your Learning’–
Thought-provoking 
questions to assess 
the application of 
knowledge and 
enhance thinking skills 
in students

‘Observe and Perform’–Picture-based questions to 
enhance the observational skills in students

‘Life Skills’–Questions 
based on life skills 
and values to build 
interpersonal skills such as 
creative thinking, problem-
solving, and teamwork in 
students

Extra information relevant to the 
concepts provided in ‘Thirst for 
Knowledge’

In-text exercises 
in ‘Take a Break!’ 
section to assess 
the concepts 
learnt in the 
chapter
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Viva Science Workbooks 6 to 8 is a series of science workbooks strictly based on the contents of 

NCERT textbooks prescribed at the middle school level. This series has been developed to help 

students do a systematic practice of subject content with equal support in terms of classroom 

learning and what they study in textbooks. The practice material has been presented in an easy-

to-understand and concise manner. A variety of questions have been included in each book to 

provide a comprehensive revision of the entire syllabus.

NCERT Practice Workbooks Science For Classes 6 to 8

key features

 � Summary in the beginning of each chapter, to provide a gist of what a chapter covers in 
the Main Course Book (MCB)

 � Amazing Fact, a boxed feature in each chapter containing some interesting and useful 
fact relevant to the chapter  

 � Keywords in each chapter including a glossary of terms used in the chapter as discussed 
in the MCB

 � NCERT Textbook Questions, including ‘in-text questions’ and ‘chapter-end questions’ 
given in each chapter 

 � Extra Questions for Practice in each chapter created in conformity with the syllabus to 
help students sharpen their practice skills and assess their preparation level 

 � Contents designed with a sound understanding of the basic requirements of the target 
readers 

 � Attractive and smooth style of presentation in an easily intelligible language 
 � Periodic Tests are provided as an assessment tool to assess the conceptual knowledge 

of the students  

ISBN Title
9789387486966 NCERT Practice Workbook Science - 6
9789387486973 NCERT Practice Workbook Science - 7
9789387486968 NCERT Practice Workbook Science - 8

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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WHY THIS BOOK?

The idea of preparing such a supplementary study material popped up during interactions with 

teachers at seminars and workshops across the country. During such interactions, it was realised 

that the students of middle classes face difficulties in writing formulae, chemical equations and 

more so in naming compounds and balancing chemical equations.

Chemical Communication for Juniors: Language of Chemistry

key features

 � Describing the elements in terms of symbols
 � Detailing the compounds in terms of formulae
 � Writing the symbols of various elements
 � Using concept of valency, writing formulae of elements and compounds
 � Writing names of elements and compounds from their symbols and formulae
 � Learning to write formulae of ionic compounds
 � Learn about different types of acids
 � Name acids from their formulae and vice-versa
 � Differentiate between alkalis and bases
 � Naming bases and alkalis from their formulae and vice-versa
 � Test their understanding by working out a variety of 'Do It Yourself' questions included  

in the text

ISBN Title
9789388386982 Chemical Communication for Juniors: Language of Chemistry

Prepared for 
teachers and 

parents with limited 
background of 

chemistry, but who 
are called on to 
teach the subject

Prepared for 
readers who need 
or wish to study 
fundamentals of 

chemistry

A necessary 
supplement for 

the middle classes 
students to hone 
their basics about  

the subject
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Reasoning and Know Your Aptitude for Classes 1 to 8 is our new series of books on Reasoning for 

school children. The series has been designed and developed by a team of experts associated 

with this discipline. The basic objective of developing this series is to enhance the intelligence 

quotient level of young minds in the initial stages of learning acquisition. The content of the eight 

books in this series aims to cater to the needs of the target learners with a particular focus on 

increasing their reasoning ability and helping them to grow as power houses of intelligence. Each 

book consists of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) with vivid illustrations that make the process 

of learning and understanding the core concepts of reasoning easier for the budding learners. 

It lays particular emphasis on testing and appraising their understanding of the key segments of 

reasoning such as mathematical ability and logical ability.

Reasoning and Know Your Aptitude For Classes 1 to 8

key features

 � Carefully graded content 
 � Simple and lucid language 
 � Introduction for quick revision of the major  topics in each chapter 
 � Illustrative examples with step-wise explanation

ISBN Title
9789388653565 Reasoning and Know Your Aptitude - 1
9789388653572 Reasoning and Know Your Aptitude - 2
9789388653589 Reasoning and Know Your Aptitude - 3
9789388653596 Reasoning and Know Your Aptitude - 4

ISBN Title
9789388653602 Reasoning and Know Your Aptitude - 5
9789389662146 Reasoning and Know Your Aptitude - 6
9789389662153 Reasoning and Know Your Aptitude - 7
9789389662160 Reasoning and Know Your Aptitude - 8
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Social Studies

Social Studies is a set of five books for classes 1 to 5, designed and developed on the basis of the 

guidelines given by the CBSE. It has been a conscious endeavour to keep the text to a minimum 

particularly in classes 1 and 2. It is an activity-oriented series with creatively designed exercises 

and activities.

key features

 � Language is kept simple, keeping the level of the students in mind.

 � Concepts are integrated under sub-headings and are taught and reinforced through 

illustrations, pictures, activities and flowcharts.

 � Chapter-end exercises and activities test the analytical, logical, cognitive, social, 

emotional and various other skills of the children.

 � Brain Teasers in books 1 and 2 enhance thinking skills.

 � Do you know? gives additional interesting information related to the text.

 � Find Out, Try This and Activities  keep the children interested in the subject and make 

them inquisitive.

 � For the Teacher helps a teacher to enhance the skills of the children.

 � Now I Can Answer presents a variety of exercises like Fill in the Blanks, Answer in One 

Word, Match the Columns and many more.

 � Assessment Sheets given in the middle and at the end of each book can be used  

for evaluation.

For Classes 1 to 5

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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ISBN Title
9789389401721 Social Studies - 1
9789389401738 Social Studies - 2
9789389401745 Social Studies - 3
9789389401752 Social Studies - 4
9789389401769 Social Studies - 5

Activities and projects given to enhance various skills

Separate activities given for assessment

Concepts taught and 
reinforced through pictures 
and illustrations

A large variety of exercises included
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For Classes 6 to 8 Social Studies

The Social Studies series for classes 6–8 has been created following the CBSE guidelines 

and  the NCERT syllabus. The series provides detailed insight into the required matter with 

additional features for facilitating complete learning. Carefully designed Teacher’s Resources 

help the educators in enhancing students’ learning experience.

key features

 � Designed according to the latest CBSE guidelines and NCERT syllabus

 � Ample variety of exercises given for Assessments in the in-text and chapter-end 

exercises

 � Sections like Extract, Search and Surf, Answer Orally, Brainstorm, Footnotes, Picture-

Based Question and Meanwhile not only maintain the interest of the learner, but also 

provide opportunities of evaluation to the teacher.

 � Certain chapters have been provided with additional features like web charts, match 

the following, give one or few words for the following, differentiate between terms 

and short notes.

 � Questions based on thinking skills included in various sections of the book

 � Selected NCERT textbook questions given for practice in each book

 � Carefully created Teacher’s Resource Pack provided, which comprises of Teacher’s 

Guide and Digital Resources

Teacher’s Guide

 Detailed Lesson Plans
 Answers to In-text and Chapter-end  
 Exercises

 Additional Activities and Projects 
 Solved Maps
 Assessment Sheets
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ISBN Title
9789389401776 Social Studies - 6
9789389401783 Social Studies - 7
9789389401790 Social Studies - 8

Brainstorm: extra questions related 
to the text for analysis of information

Meanwhile (in History): traces the contemporary 
scenario related to the chapter discussed

Picture-based question: visual quiz to 
encourage and develop research skills

RECAP: a memory tool providing the salient 
points covered in the text

Answer Orally: in-text questions 
that test the understanding of what 
was learnt immediately before

Learning Outcomes: 
a quick outline of 
the main topics

Extract: articles 
related to the 
chapter with 
questions based on 
them

Search and Surf: tools for research 
and self-assessment

Fact File: additional information

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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ICSE Social StudiesFor Classes 3 to 5

key features

 � We will learn: states the learning objectives of the lesson
 � Warm Up: a lead-in task or discussion that is connected to the topic to be discussed
 � Let’s Do: in-text activities related to the topic being discussed
 � Let’s Discuss: in-text discussions based on the topic being covered
 � Fact Corner: information based on the topic but beyond the syllabus, presented in boxes
 � Now I Know: recapitulation of all the important topics covered in each lesson
 � Exercises: varied types of questions ranging from choosing the right option, fill in the 

blanks, completing the flowcharts and mind maps, choosing true or false sentences,  
think and answer, and answering questions in detail

 � Life Skills: topics integrating various skills as delineated in the syllabus
 � Creative Corner: activities to aid the learners to express the concepts learnt creatively
 � Beyond Textbook: integrates activities to reinforce the topic learnt while connecting it 

with the surroundings
 � Words to Know: meanings of some new words used in the lessons
 � Quick Check: a compilation of questions based on each lesson for evaluation

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

ISBN Title
9789389401950 ICSE Social Studies - 3
9789389401967 ICSE Social Studies - 4
9789389401974 ICSE Social Studies - 5

ICSE Social Studies is a series of three books for classes 3 to 5, developed completely in 
adherence to the CISCE curriculum, released in November 2016. The learners are introduced 
to various aspects and concerns of the present times through a wide range of content drawn 
from the disciplines of History, Geography and Civics. The series aspires to inculcate a sense 
of appreciation for our past heritage, facilitate an understanding of the changes that have 
taken place in governance, and to have a better understanding of the world and the pressing 
environmental concerns.

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum
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ICSE Social Studies For Classes 6 to 8

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

ISBN Title
9789389401820 ICSE Geography - 6
9789389401837 ICSE Geography - 7
9789389401844 ICSE Geography - 8

ISBN Title
9789389401851 ICSE History and Civics - 6
9789389401868 ICSE History and Civics - 7
9789389401875 ICSE History and Civics - 8

key features

 � Lessons are presented in an engaging and easy-to-understand language.
 � Appropriate pictures, photographs and maps are given to make the concepts clearer.
 � Difficult words are glossed for convenience and ease of learning.
 � Timelines of the chronology of events are given as a ready reckoner in History.
 � Exercises and activities are embedded in each chapter to make learning more meaningful.
 � Information based on the topic but beyond the syllabus is presented in boxes as  

Fact Corner.
 � Let’s Recall recapitulates all the important topics covered in the chapter.
 � Let’s Learn includes a variety of chapter-end exercises.
 � Let’s Do covers classroom activities and projects to be done independently to encourage 

critical thinking and application of the concepts learnt.
 � Values and Life Skills in History integrates various subjects as delineated in the syllabus.
 � Features like ‘Important People, Places and Terms’ and ‘Mind Maps’ have been added to 

facilitate further understanding and to enable quick revision.
 � Model Test Papers that will help prepare the learners for the examinations have been 

provided.

Viva History and Civics is divided into two portions. The History portion equips the learners with 

the knowledge and understanding of the past to help them link it to the present while the Civics 

portion familiarises them with sociopolitical life.

Viva ICSE Geography aims at enabling the learners to appreciate and understand the earth and 
the habitat of humans and other life forms. It also familiarises them with their own region, makes 
them understand how interdependent we are from the local to the global level and to study the 
developments of one region in relation to other parts of the world.

Conforms 

to the 

latest CISCE 

curriculum
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Viva NCERT Practice Workbooks Social Science for classes 6 to 8 have been developed as per the 

latest NCERT syllabus. They complement the textbooks to help students prepare for evaluation 

and for additional practice and self-assessment.

NCERT Practice Workbooks Social Science 

For Classes 6 to 8

key features

 � Summary of each chapter is given in points for quick review. This helps the student to 
quickly recapitulate previous knowledge.

 � Questions given at the end of each chapter of the NCERT books have been included.
 � Instructions to task are given in simple and easy to understand language.
 � A variety of objective and subjective questions are included to expose the students to 

different ways of attempting the same topic. 
 � Additional information related to the concepts is given in Amazing Fact.
 � NCERT Chapter-End Questions
 � Different sets of Chapter-based Questions as per the latest CBSE Course Structure 

Objective Type, Very Short Answer Type, Short Answer Type and Long Answer Type 
Questions 

 � Mind Maps to help students organise information

ISBN Title
9789389662597 NCERT Practice Workbook Social Science  - 6
9789389662603 NCERT Practice Workbook Social Science  - 7
9789389662610 NCERT Practice Workbook Social Science  - 8
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Environmental Studies

Environmental Studies is a carefully graded set of 5 books. It strictly follows the NCF guidelines 

and the NCERT syllabus. Efforts have been made to keep text to a minimum and there is 

use of a plethora of illustrations to emphasize learning through visual stimulation. The books 

aim to gently train children to see the harmony between society and environment. All efforts 

have been made to expose the child to the physical world and its natural and man-made 

components. The larger goal of the series is to sensitize children to their social environment 

and their responsibilities towards it.

For Classes 1 to 5

key features

 � Bright, colourful and child-friendly illustrations

 � Answer Orally for quick recapitulation

 � Factoids in Fact Ant to increase general knowledge

 � Nuggets of wisdom in Grandma says. . . to make children aware and responsible

 � A variety of questions in the exercises for reinforcement of concepts

 � Plenty of knowledge-testing projects and activities in Activity Time

 � Sample test paper as Let’s Revise after every unit

 � Comprehensive Teacher’s Resources which comprise of Answer key and Digital 

Resources
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ISBN Title
9789386824950 Environmental Studies - 1
9789386824967 Environmental Studies - 2
9789386824974 Environmental Studies - 3
9789386824981 Environmental Studies - 4
9789386824998 Environmental Studies - 5

Interesting information 
and facts

Text-linked illustrations to 
reinforce concepts

Concepts introduced through 
interactive cartoon involving 
key character Saina

Colourfully illustrated

Emphasis on objective-type 
questions to stimulate thinking

A variety of activities and projects

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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ICSE Environmental Studies

For Classes 1 and 2

key features

 � Interesting facts to enhance general knowledge in 'You Know'

 � Interactive section in 'Reema wants to Know...'

 � Inculcation of values, awareness and responsibilities through 'Granny Says'

 � Chapter-end exercises to test children’s understanding

 � Interesting projects, experiments and creative activities to nurture young curious minds

 � Discussion about values and life skills in 'Granny asks'

 � Rhymes in some chapters to sing along with teachers

 � Colourful illustrations

 � Thinking and discussion-based questions on various issues in 'Talk about'

 � Insert sheets including stories, facts, games, parts of vehicles and animals, good and 

bad touch and many more

 � Rhymes to sing along

 � Insert sheets on various topics

 � Do and learn through creative corner, projects and  

experiments

 � Think and discuss in 'Talk about' and 'Granny asks'

 � Learn about values through 'Granny says'

Life Skills and  Value Focused

ISBN Title
9789389401936 ICSE Environmental Studies - 1
9789389401943 ICSE Environmental Studies - 2

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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Computer Dot Com is a series of 8 books for classes 1 to 8 and Computer Applications for 
classes 9 and 10. The series is based on the guidelines introduced by CBSE as well as the 
syllabi of other major boards of education. The books are based on Windows 10 and Microsoft 
Office 2016. All the latest facts, figures and programs are included in the books. 

• Books 1 and 2 include basic computer technology and information about various parts of 
a computer. The books help students to learn handling the keyboard and mouse through 
specially designed activities. Paint program is introduced to help students to make use of 
different Paint tools. 

• Books 3 to 8 have been extensively revised covering the Scratch, Flash CS6, Photoshop 
CS6, Small Basic, Windows Movie Maker, HTML5, Visual Studio 2017 and MS Access 2016. 

• Books 9 and 10 includes the Scratch, Python and HTML. The books also includes the 
applications of Internet and Networking.

key features

 � The series familiarises children with practical applications of computer. 

 � Concepts are introduced in a step-by-step manner to help students acquire basic 

computing skills.

 � Activity-oriented approach with creatively designed exercises and activities. 

 � A wide range of lab activities and projects are given to enhance practical skills and 

application of knowledge gained. 

For Classes 1 to 10

	Detailed Teacher’s Manual 

	Online Answer Keys and Printable Worksheets

Support Material for Teachers 

Computer Dot Com and Computer Applications
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ISBN Title
9789388386302 Computer Dot Com - 1
9789388386319 Computer Dot Com - 2
9789388386326 Computer Dot Com - 3
9789388386333 Computer Dot Com - 4
9789388386340 Computer Dot Com - 5
9789388386357 Computer Dot Com - 6
9789388386364 Computer Dot Com - 7
9789388386371 Computer Dot Com - 8
9789388386388 Computer Applications - 9
9789388386395 Computer Applications - 10

  

‘In the Lab’ section 
including interesting lab 
activities to assess the 
application of concepts

Thought-provoking questions to 
assess the application of knowledge 
and enhance thinking skills in 
students are given in ‘Apply Your 
Knowledge’ section

‘We will Learn About’ at the beginning 
of the chapter including a list of topics 
to be learnt

Warm up activity given at the 
beginning of the chapter to assess 
the previous learning of concepts

‘Activity Corner’ brings various 
activities and projects to 
strengthen the understanding 
of concepts
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Think-IT: Computer Science and Information Technology

For Classes 1 to 8

Think-IT is a series of 8 books for classes 1 to 8. The series is based on the guidelines introduced by 

CBSE as well as the syllabi of other major boards of education. The books are based on Edubuntu and 

LibreOffice. All the latest facts, figures and programs are included in the books.

The books encourage the use of Free and Open Source Software (FOSS). Anyone can use and modify 

the software according to the requirement. It has an advantage over proprietary software since it 

does not hold a copyright and comes with an open license. Other benefits of FOSS include increased 

security and stability, piracy control and privacy protection. 

	Detailed Teacher’s Manual 

	Online Answer Keys and Printable Worksheets

Support Material for Teachers 

ISBN Title
9789388386586 Think-IT - 1 with Edubuntu and LibreOffice
9789388386593 Think-IT - 2 with Edubuntu and LibreOffice
9789388386609 Think-IT - 3 with Edubuntu and LibreOffice
9789388386616 Think-IT - 4 with Edubuntu and LibreOffice
9789388386623 Think-IT - 5 with Edubuntu and LibreOffice
9789388386630 Think-IT - 6 with Edubuntu and LibreOffice
9789388386647 Think-IT - 7 with Edubuntu and LibreOffice
9789388386654 Think-IT - 8 with Edubuntu and LibreOffice

key features

 � Familiarises children with practical 

applications of computer. 

 � Concepts are introduced in a step-

by-step manner to help students 

acquire basic computing skills.

 � Activity-oriented approach with 

creatively designed exercises and 

activities. 

 � Progress Worksheets given to help 

students revise concepts learnt.

 � A wide range of lab activities given 

to enhance practical skills and 

application of knowledge gained.

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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For Classes 1 to 10 

ICSE Computer Studies is a series of 8 books for classes 1 to 8. The books are based on the CISCE 
curriculum. The curriculum aims to provide students with opportunities to use modern technology 
thus enhancing their learning in all subjects. It also enables them to use technology, and develop and 
express their ideas through Information and Communication Technology (ICT) at a level suitable for 
the future workplace. The curriculum helps them become active participants in the digital world. 

The ICSE Computer Studies books for classes 1 to 8 are based on Windows 10 and Microsoft Office 
2016. They also cover HTML, Scratch, Program coding in BlueJ, MS Access 2016, App Development 
and the applications of Internet.

ICSE Computer Applications for classes 9 and 10 are based on the CISCE curriculum based on code 
86. The curriculum aims to help students to learn fundamental concepts of computer applications 
using object-oriented approach in JAVA programming language. The book includes programming in 
BlueJ 4.2.0.

	Detailed Teacher’s Manual 

	Online Answer Keys and Printable Worksheets

Support Material for Teachers 

key features

 � The series familiarises children with practical applications of computer and makes them 
competent, confident, responsible and critical user of technology.

 � Concepts are introduced in a step-by-step manner to help students acquire basic 
computing skills.

 � Activity-oriented approach with creatively designed exercises and activities is adopted. 
 � A wide range of lab activities are given to help students acquire knowledge and skills in 

using  ICT thus enabling them to accomplish tasks, communicate and facilitate activities.

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

ICSE Computer Studies and ICSE Computer Applications
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ISBN Title
9789388386401 ICSE Computer Studies - 1
9789388386494 ICSE Computer Studies - 2
9789388386418 ICSE Computer Studies - 3
9789388386425 ICSE Computer Studies - 4
9789388386432 ICSE Computer Studies - 5
9789388386449 ICSE Computer Studies - 6
9789388386456 ICSE Computer Studies - 7
9789388386463 ICSE Computer Studies - 8
9789389662177 ICSE Computer Applications - 9
9789389662184 ICSE Computer Applications - 10

  

‘Think and Discuss’ including discussion-based 
questions to enhance thinking skills

Hands-on activities and projects 
given to enhance observation, 
imagination and creativity of 
children, and to promote group work

Definitions of important terms given at the end of 
the chapter in ‘Tech Terms’

Summary of the chapter given for 
quick revision in ‘Quick Recap’

‘Computer Etiquette’ including computer 
ethics and manners to be followed while 
working on a computer

Additional information given to enhance 
knowledge in the section ‘Learn More’
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Viva Dot Com: Computer Science and Information Technology

Viva Dot Com is a series of ten books for classes 1 to 10. The series is based on guidelines 

introduced by CBSE as well as the syllabi of other major boards of education. The books based 

on Windows 7 cover the basics of Computer Science with the applications of MS Office 2010 

packages and LOGO program. They also cover the applications of Flash, Photoshop, QBasic, 

Internet, E-mail and HTML extensively in higher classes.

With Interactive students CD 
compatible with Windows 7

For Classes 1 to 10

key features

 � The series familiarises children with practical applications of computer.

 � It is written in simple and easy language.

 � Concepts are introduced in a step-by-step manner to help children acquire the basic 

computing skills.

 � Activity-oriented approach with creatively designed exercises and activities is adopted.

 � Adequate practical activities are given in the section In the Lab.

 � Student’s CD is attached with books 1 to 8 containing well described chapters, 

activities, printable worksheets, exercises, glossary and Viva Screen Fun (specially 

designed software for classes 1 to 5).

 Answer Key
 Worksheets

Online support

 E-book
 Interactive Learning
 Test Generator
 Lesson Plan Template
 Printable Worksheets

Teacher’s CD

 Detailed Lesson Plans
 Answer Key
 Chapterwise Worksheets with Answers
 Assessment Sheets with Answers
 Additional Lab Activities and Projects

Teacher’s guide

Teacher’s Resource Pack
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ISBN Title
9789386824677 Viva Dot Com - 1 with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
9789386824684 Viva Dot Com - 2 with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
9789386824691 Viva Dot Com - 3 with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
9789386824707 Viva Dot Com - 4 with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
9789386824714 Viva Dot Com - 5 with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
9789386824721 Viva Dot Com - 6 with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
9789386824738 Viva Dot Com - 7 with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
9789386824745 Viva Dot Com - 8 with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
9789388653947 Viva Dot Com - 9 with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
9789387153967 Viva Dot Com - 10 with Windows 7 and MS Office 2010

A variety of interesting 
activities and projects 
given to make learning 
fun and enjoyable

Learning objectives given at the 
beginning of each chapter

Questions based on Thinking Skills given 
to make children think beyond the text and 
develop logical thinking

Deals with computer ethics and 
manners, and suggests exercises 
for those who work on computers 
for long

• Machines
• Features of a Machine
• Computer: A Smart 

Machine
• Features of a Computer
• Computers We Use

Let’s learn about
Brain Teaser

Why are the letter keys not arranged 
in an alphabetical order? Find out.

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in
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What’s What: General Knowledge with Values and Life Skills

What’s What: General Knowledge with Values and Life Skills aims to give children a broad 

understanding of our world. The eight books of this series combine facts and fun, information 

and imagination, and knowledge and practical application.

Quiz, Game and 
Activity Cards  
for Teachers 

What’s What Digest
www.vivadigital.in

Power Book

Coursebook Power Book Teacher’s Resource Pack

For Classes 1 to 8

key features

 � Nine sections in each book: Life and Nature; Around the World; Incredible India; The 

Magic of Words; Sci-Tech Trek; Brainwaves; The World of Sport; Lessons for Life and 

More to Know

 � Incredible India familiarizes students with the culture and heritage of India

 � Brainwaves sharpens reasoning and boosts IQ

 � Linguistics and literary know-how in The Magic of Words

 � Lessons for Life teaches values and life skills

 � Review Time section for quick recapitulation

 � Colourful pictures and appealing layout

 � Contemporary and proven approaches to teaching general knowledge
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ISBN Title
9789388386081 What’s What - 1, Revised Edition with CD
9789388386098 What’s What - 2, Revised Edition with CD
9789388386104 What’s What - 3, Revised Edition with CD
9789388386111 What’s What - 4, Revised Edition with CD
9789388386128 What’s What - 5, Revised Edition with CD
9789388386135 What’s What - 6, Revised Edition with CD
9789388386142 What’s What - 7, Revised Edition with CD
9789388386159 What’s What - 8, Revised Edition with CD

Values and life skills 
for self-improvement 
and personality 
development

Amazing facts 
given separately

Fresh and attractive 
layout

Biographies of inspiring personalities
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the exercises and 
questions in the 
student’s book

Quiz Cards to conduct 
two term-wise quiz 
competitions in the 

class

Game/Activity Cards 
that can be used for 

participative and 
hands-on learning

A rich and attractive 
source of interesting 

knowledge on a 
vast range of topics 

presented in clear and 
precise articles.

Quiz Card

Picture-based 
Game Card

Teacher’s Resource Pack

key features

 � Answer Key with guidelines for teachers

 � 20 Quiz Cards with score sheets and how-to-

use guidelines for teachers

 � Interactive picture-based Game Cards for 

lower classes

 � Discussion and research-based tasks in 

Activity Cards

 � All Quiz Cards and Game/Activity Cards are 

perforated and detachable
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Viva Connect for Classes 1 to 5 is a set of ten books (two for each class and one per semester). The 
semester books for Classes 1 and 2 include four subjects: English, Mathematics, Environmental 
Studies and General Knowledge, and the semester books for Classes 3 to 5 contain English, 
Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and General Knowledge. The series aims at reducing the 
bulk of the school bag. It is a well-planned and carefully organised series keeping in mind the 
academic needs of young children.

Viva Connect: An Integrated Semester Series

key features

 � Child-friendly content, illustrations, exercises and activities

 � Level-based and well-graded for effective learning

 � Focuses on reinforcing concepts through adequate exercises

 � A variety of activities given to maximise learning

 � Assessment sheets given in Classes 1 to 5 for thorough revision of the contents of each 

subject 

 � Holistic approach followed throughout the series to enhance learning and reasoning 

capabilities

 Answer Key
 Worksheets

Online support

 Detailed Lesson Plans
 Answer Key
 Problem-Based Learning

Teacher’s guide

Teacher’s Resource Pack
An 

Integrate
d 

Semester 

Series

For Classes 1 to 5
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Worksheets based on general knowledge included which 
offer insight into varied aspects of social and everyday life

Questions given to 
develop numerical 
ability and test 
reasoning capabilities 
of students

Concepts reinforced 
through adequate 
exercises 

Contextual, formal, thematic and general questions included

Comprehensive, simple and jargon-free examples from children's world 
of experience

ISBN Title
9789389662016 Viva Connect Class 1, Semester - 1
9789389662023 Viva Connect Class 1, Semester - 2
9789389662030 Viva Connect Class 2, Semester - 1
9789389662047 Viva Connect Class 2, Semester - 2

ISBN Title
9789389662054 Viva Connect Class 3, Semester - 1
9789389662061 Viva Connect Class 3, Semester - 2
9789389662078 Viva Connect Class 4, Semester - 1
9789389662085 Viva Connect Class 4, Semester - 2
9789389662092 Viva Connect Class 5, Semester - 1
9789389662108 Viva Connect Class 5, Semester - 2
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Corals for Classes 1 to 5 is a set of fifteen books (three for each class and one per term). The term 

books for Classes 1 and 2 include four subjects: English, Mathematics, Environment Studies and 

General Knowledge. The term books for Classes 3 to 5 consist of English, Mathematics, Science, 

Social Studies and General Knowledge. The series aims at reducing the bulk of the school bag. 

It is a well-planned and carefully organised series keeping in mind the academic needs of young 

children.

For Classes 1 to 5

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

key features

 � Child-friendly content, illustrations, exercises and activities

 � Level-based and well-graded for effective learning

 � Focuses on reinforcing concepts through adequate exercises

 � A variety of activities given to maximise learning

 � Assessment sheets given in Classes 1 to 5 for thorough revision of the contents of each 

subject

 � Holistic approach followed throughout the series to enhance learning and reasoning 

capabilities

 Answer Key
 Worksheets

Online support

 Detailed Lesson Plans
 Answer Key
 Problem-Based Learning

Teacher’s guide

Teacher’s Resource Pack

An 

Integrat
ed 

Term Book 

Series

Teacher’s CD available

Corals: An Integrated Term Book Series
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Special Features

English (Classes 1 to 5)

Comprehension: Recall, Analysis, Comparing, Inference, Evaluation

Activities: Games to enhance language skills, beyond-the-text activities and much more . . .

Vocabulary: Contextual, formal and general

Grammar: Comprehensive, simple, jargon-free

Fun Time: Interesting activities and projects

Writing: Paragraphs, stories, poems, essays, letters, email, invitations, lists, instructions 
and much more...

Listening: Listening for specific and general information, sounds, structures, etc.

Speaking: Focus on correct pronunciation, simplified phonetics, simple guidelines on how to 
pronounce

Assessment Sheet: Exercises for term-end evaluation

Vocabulary and Grammar Worksheets: Exercises to assess the concepts learnt

Mathematics (Classes 1 to 5)

Remember Boxes: Important points and tips

Answer Orally: Oral questions

Exercises: In-text and chapter-end exercises

Riddle Time: Questions based on thinking skills

Little Genius: Questions based on thinking skills

My Activity Corner: Interesting Maths lab activities

Assessment Sheet: Exercises for term-end evaluation

Environmental Studies (Classes 1 and 2)

Granny’s words...: Nuggets of wisdom

Fact Ant: Interesting facts

Exercise Time: Chapter-end exercises

Activity Time: Projects and activities included

Anya wants to know...: Questions based on thinking skills

Assessment Sheet: Exercises for term-end evaluation
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ISBN Title

9789387486324 Corals - Class 3 - Term 3
9789387486409 Corals - Class 4 - Term 1
9789387486416 Corals - Class 4 - Term 2
9789387486423 Corals - Class 4 - Term 3
9789387486522 Corals - Class 5 - Term 1
9789387486539 Corals - Class 5 - Term 2
9789387486546 Corals - Class 5 - Term 3

ISBN Title

9789387486171 Corals - Class 1 - Term 1
9789387486188 Corals - Class 1 - Term 2
9789387486195 Corals - Class 1 - Term 3
9789387486201 Corals - Class 2 - Term 1
9789387486218 Corals - Class 2 - Term 2
9789387486225 Corals - Class 2 - Term 3
9789387486300 Corals - Class 3 - Term 1
9789387486317 Corals - Class 3 - Term 2

Science (Classes 3 to 5)

Quick Recall: Oral questions to reinforce the concepts learnt

Accept Challenge!: Questions based on thinking skills

Exercise Time: A variety of exercises like MCQs, true or false, fill ups,  
matching and answer the following

Brain Teaser: Questions to review the concepts learnt

Projects and Activities: Experiments, data collection and handling,  
surveys, presentations, projects, organising campaigns, etc.

Leisure Time: Activities including unscramble, odd one out,  
crossword puzzle, web charts and word search

Assessment Sheet: Exercises for term-end evaluation

Social Studies (Classes 3 to 5)

Exercise Time: A variety of exercises in the form of complete the following web charts,  
fill in the blanks, one word questions, etc.

Try This: Activities to reinforce the concepts learnt

Give reasons: Questions based on thinking skills

Do You Know?: Additional interesting information related to the text

Let’s Recall: Key concepts at the end of each lesson

Activity Corner: Activities to develop the soft skills and talents of students in a practical manner

Assessment Sheet: Exercises to enhance the understanding of the text

General Knowledge (Classes 1 to 5)

• Interesting nuggets of information
• Comprehensive coverage of topics
• Artistically designed pages and fully pictorial
• Unconventional and experimental topics
• Well-researched and authentic lessons
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Includes a Separate Section on 
Yoga and Worksheets on Life Skills

Value Education

Values are our private principles, the result of individual personality and experiences. Parents, 

teachers and one’s peer group shape individual values. These values determine the differing 

reactions of people to similar events. Value Education, a series of eight books for primary classes, 

aims at inculcating values that can help children sift and control information and make wise choices 

in a given situation. It also focuses on the development of various aspects of a child’s personality 

like physical traits, intellectual qualities, attitude, behaviour pattern and others.

For Classes 1 to 8

key features

 � It is based on the latest National Curriculum Framework for School Education developed  

by the NCERT.

 � Lessons are given in various forms like stories, real-life incidents, comic strips and poems.

 � Each lesson begins with a quote or a saying pertaining to the value.

 � Question Time includes questions based on the lesson.

 � Time to Think encourages class discussion on the theme of the lesson.

 � Time for a Reality Check links the values to real-life situations.

 � Diary Time gives an opportunity to the child for self-expression.

 � Put Together includes an activity to enable children to learn the value through fun  

and games.

 � Be Smart, Be Good is a separate section in books 1–5 that includes tips for personality 

development.

 Answer Key
 Worksheets

Online support

 E-book
 Interactive Worksheets
 Interactive Value Tree
 Golden Tales to Cherish
 Quick Quiz

Teacher’s CD

 Detailed Lesson Plans
 Answer Key
 Suggested Starter Activities
	Additional Projects  and Activities

Teacher’s guide

Teacher’s Resource Pack
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ISBN Title
9788130933306 Value Education - 1
9788130933313 Value Education - 2
9788130933320 Value Education - 3
9788130933337 Value Education - 4
9788130933344 Value Education - 5
9788130933351 Value Education - 6
9788130933368 Value Education - 7
9788130933375 Value Education - 8

A variety of text in the form of stories, 
comic strips, poems and much more

The lessons begin with a quote 
linked with the value

Begins with a thought-provoking 
question or discussion

A guide to good manners and 
personality development

Lots of exercises 
to promote class 
discussions 
and provide 
opportunities for 
self-expression
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Targeting Handwriting

ISBN Title
9788130920788 Targeting Handwriting - A
9788130920795 Targeting Handwriting - B
9788130920801 Targeting Handwriting - 1
9788130920818 Targeting Handwriting - 2
9788130920825 Targeting Handwriting - 3
9788130920832 Targeting Handwriting - 4
9788130920849 Targeting Handwriting - 5

In middle and upper primary, it can be hard to find the time to give handwriting the attention 

it deserves. But these are very important years for consolidation of handwriting. During 

this time, students need support as they revise, practise and consolidate the joining skills 

necessary for writing in cursive, increase their fluency and legibility, and begin to develop their 

own personal style.

Books A, B and 1 to 5

key features

 � Information on the mechanics of writing

 � Specific teaching notes on all the 

different joins

 � A troubleshooting chart to help you 

identify and remedy handwriting 

difficulties

 � Fun and inviting books with uncluttered, 

attractive pages

 � Designed in four colour

International Bestseller

Over Ten
 

Million 

Copies Sold 

Worldwide
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For Classes 1 to 5Write It Right: Cursive Handwriting

Write It Right is a series of five handwriting books based on recent research on handwriting 

practice. They are graded according to the development of motor skills and mental processing 

power in children at various ages. These are not just copy-and-write books but teach spelling, 

vocabulary and interesting facts about our environment.

key features

 � Letter formation in cursive introduced in a step-by-step manner

 � Focus on the development of fine motor skills essential for writing through adequate 

practice sessions

 � Opportunity for children to assess their work, focus on their handwriting and eliminate 

problem areas

 � Stress on good posture, appropriate pencil grip and proper paper position that are 

important for good handwriting

 � Crosswords, jumbled words, word searches and other interesting activities included to 

make writing fun

 � Information on the mechanics of writing

 � Ideas for pre-writing warm-ups

 � Pattern props and stories for demonstrating handwriting movement patterns

 � Various tracing and independent writing activities

 � Designed in four colour
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ISBN Title
9788130911472 Write It Right: Cursive Handwriting - 1
9788130911489 Write It Right: Cursive Handwriting - 2
9788130911496 Write It Right: Cursive Handwriting - 3
9788130911502 Write It Right: Cursive Handwriting - 4
9788130911519 Write It Right: Cursive Handwriting - 5

Continuous self-assessment by the child 
through check your handwriting

Handy handwriting tips

Interesting theme-based 
activities interspersed to break 
the monotony of writing
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Colours & Craft

The series of Colours & Craft has been specially designed by an experienced teacher, based on 

his classroom-tested practical knowledge. Each book contains both art and craft activities that 

encourage children to use their imagination and creativity effectively. The series is systematically 

graded to enable children to progress naturally from one level to the other.

key features

 � Each craft activity includes a list of readily 

available materials

 � The directions are presented in a step-by-step 

format with illustrations included where necessary

 � Gives scope to the teacher to ask open-ended 

questions related to the activities and pictures. 

For example, “Tell me about your picture.” or 

“Where does a boat sail?” or “What part do you 

like the best?”, etc.

 � A wide variety of activities included such as 

line drawing, pencil shading, join the dots, 

spray painting, scenery drawing and colouring, 

vegetable painting and many more

Books A, B, C
and 1 to 5

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

Material kit available 
separately
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ISBN Title
9789389401608 Colours & Craft - A
9789389401615 Colours & Craft - B
9789389401622 Colours & Craft - C
9789389401554 Colours & Craft - 1
9789389401561 Colours & Craft - 2
9789389401578 Colours & Craft - 3
9789389401585 Colours & Craft - 4
9789389401592 Colours & Craft - 5

A variety of techniques used for 
colouring supported by sample 
pictures

Step-by-step guide to paper 
folding activities given with 
relevant pictures

A number of interesting craft activities 
given with proper instructions
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Colours & Craft for Classes 6 to 8 has been designed on the basis of the latest NCERT 

syllabus of arts education. It incorporates almost all the themes, mediums and techniques of 

art recommended for upper primary classes. Through this series children will learn to express 

themselves aesthetically. Along with learning the techniques of art, children will be motivated to 

develop creative perspective of the things around them. Children will also learn to observe and 

capture the form, details and essence of their surroundings in their art. 

Books 
6 to 8

key features

 � Elements of art explained in detail

 � Appropriately graded according to the syllabus

 � Art terms suitably explained

 � Exposure to each medium of art and their outcomes

 � Techniques of art explained step-by-step along with illustrations

 � Individual creativity encouraged by ‘In your file’ projects

 � Motivates observation of objects, plants, animals and human beings in detail, and as a 

part of the whole environment

 � Encourages creative expression of observations in art 

 � Enlightens creativity through craft activities 

 � Includes craft ideas to encourage use of waste materials 

Colours & Craft

ISBN Title
9789387486126 Colours & Craft - 6
9789387486133 Colours & Craft - 7
9789387486140 Colours & Craft - 8
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Little Hands: Drawing • Colouring • Craft

Little Hands is a set of eight books for children of pre-primary and primary levels. The aim of 

these books is to enable the children to learn various art and craft techniques without the aid of 

an instructor. The essential drawing techniques progress from starting points of lines and simple 

shapes to more complex figures. The books focus on the development of art and craft skills. 

Children can use the skills taught here to go beyond the examples and create their own unique 

work. We hope that the books will inspire the children to realize their creative potential.

Books A, B, C
and 1 to 5

key features

 � A perfect blend of art and craft

 � Appropriately graded

 � Factoids included wherever possible

 � Original art and craft ideas using waste material also given

 � A list of readily available materials given with every craft activity

 � Concise and clear instructions

 � Directions presented in a step-by-step format wherever needed

 � Sample illustrations given where necessary

 � Ample variety of art and craft activities included using various drawing and colouring 

tools like, pencils, felt tip pens, water colours, pencil colours, different kinds of paints, 

crayons, oil pastels and many more
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ISBN Title
9788130925776 Little Hands - A
9788130925783 Little Hands - B
9789388386487 Little Hands - C
9788130925790 Little Hands - 1
9788130925806 Little Hands - 2
9788130925813 Little Hands - 3
9788130925820 Little Hands - 4
9788130925837 Little Hands - 5

A variety of activities and 
colouring techniques

A number of interesting craft activities 
given with proper instructions

Step-by-step guide to paper 
folding activities given with 
relevant pictures
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Map Practice

Viva Map Practice Book is a series of map exercise books for Classes 6–8, designed and 

developed completely in sync with the latest syllabus of CBSE. It has been brought out with a 

view to providing the target readers a thoroughly intelligible and relevant track to appraise their 

own level of preparedness to solve map-based queries that account for a significant bulk of 

questions on social science, asked in school examinations. 

For Classes 6 to 8

key features

 � Neatly divided into the two key segments of Geography and History

 � Broad, relevant and thoroughly informative content

 � Each map exercise spread over two pages or split into two sections, with the first page/

section containing useful information regarding the subject/theme of the map/diagram/

illustration/picture; and the other page containing Questions based on them.

 � Each map given is properly scaled, authenticated and approved by the Survey of India

 � A boxed feature titled ‘LEARN MORE...’ to give extra bit of information wherever 

required

 � Special feature in the form of tables at the end of each book to give additional, 

interesting and useful information relating to some topics covered in the book

ISBN Title
9789387486096 Map Practice - 6
9789387486102 Map Practice - 7
9789387486119 Map Practice - 8
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Smart Score English

Viva Smart Score is an indispensable portfolio of practice material for every student aiming to 
excel in school and board exams. Exhaustive in its coverage of the curriculum and comprehensive 
in skill integration, Viva Smart Score offers the best resources for both learning and practice 
through assignments, practice modules and tests. Its content is developed to suit both classroom 
use and self-study. This rigorously researched and thoughtfully designed compendium is the 
ultimate aid for impressive test performance.

For Classes 9 and 10

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

ISBN Title
9789389401509 English  Language and Literature - 9
9789389401516 English  Language and Literature - 10
9789389401486 Literature Companion - 9 
9789389401493 Literature Companion - 10

key features

 � Follows the Latest CBSE Curriculum
 � Classroom, Homework and Practice Assignments
 � 10 modules: Reading, Writing (X4), Literature, Grammar Concepts, Grammar Integrated, 

Subject Enrichment, Practice Tests

 � 18 Practice Tests and Papers: Pre-mid-term, Mid-term and Post-mid-term

 � Subject Enrichment (Listening and Speaking)
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Success Plus

Effective exam preparation requires quality practice material customised to both the curriculum 
and the current assessment guidelines. Users of Success Plus English Language and Literature – 
whether they are students or teachers – have in their hands a powerful toolkit of language-skill 
builders and meticulously planned exam practice material. Success Plus English Language and 
Literature comprehensively covers all sections of the test paper: Reading, Writing and Grammar, 
and Literature. These modules are closely mapped to skill-acquisition benchmarks as well as 
curricular topics. The literature section corresponds precisely with the textbooks First Flight and 
Footprints without Feet and helps learners complete the course with the best learning outcomes.

Solved exercises make learning easy. Practice papers in the year-end format thoroughly 
prepare the learners for the annual examination. Success Plus English Language and Literature 
is accompanied by online support for listening skills practice. By registering on vivadigital.in 
learners can access recordings and exercises for practice. All these make Success Plus English 
Language and Literature an indispensable book of practice material for every student aiming to 
excel in school and board exams.

For Classes 9 and 10

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

ISBN Title
Forthcoming Success Plus English Language and Literature - 9 
9789389401899 Success Plus English Language and Literature - 10

key features

 � Follows the Latest CBSE Curriculum
 � Four Sections: Reading, Writing and Grammar, Literature and Practice Papers
 � Subject Enrichment Exercises (Listening and Speaking) Available Online

 � Solved Exercises and Practice Tasks

 � Viva SmartScore Audio app
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Viva	Smart	Score	– fganh dh ;s iqLrosaQ ewyr% lh-ch-,l-bZ- cksMZ osQ uohure ikB~;ozQe ,oa ijh{kk funsZ'kksa
dks n`f"V esa j[kdj rS;kj dh xbZ gSaA ;s iqLrosaQ ikB~;Øe osQ lHkh fcanqvksa] ikBksa ,oa xfrfof/;ksa ls lacaf/r
iw.kZ ,oaa lexz lkexzh] lVhd ,oa iwjs&iwjs lek/ku izLrqqr djrh gaSA 
buosQ vè;;u ls fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks viuh d{kk osQ f'k{k.k ,oa vf/xe] x`gdk;Z ,oa ijh{k.kksa vkSj fo|ky;h ,oa
cksMZ dh ijh{kkvksa esa iw.kZr% lgk;rk ,oa liQyrk fey losQxhA

ISBN Title
9789388386197 Smart Score Hindi- A- 9
9789388386234 Smart Score Hindi- A- 10

ISBN Title
9789389662191 Smart Score Hindi- B- 9
9789389662207 Smart Score Hindi- B- 10

fOk'ks"krk,¡

 � CBSE }kjk f'k{k.k l=k 2019-20 osQ fy, fu/kZfjr uohure ijh{kk ikB~;Øe ij osaQfnzr 
 � ikB~;Øe osQ lHkh fcanqvksa ,oa ikBksa osQ lek/ku ,oa cgqLrjh; vfrfjDr vH;kl iz'uksÙkj
 � vifBr cks/] O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k ,oa jpukRed ys[ku laca/h izk;ksfxd vH;kl dk;Z
 � lHkh ikBksa ,oa fcanqvkas osQ vuq:i fo'ks"k vH;kl dk;Z
 � vkd"kZd migkj% vH;kl dk;Z iqfLrdk (Smart Score Plus Assignment Booklet) 

download study material 
from www.vivadigital.in

Smart Score:  fganh ^,* & fganh ^ch*9oha vkSj 10oha d{kk ds fy, 
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Chemical Communication: Language of Chemistry

key features

FOR WHOM IS THIS BOOK?

The book, Chemical Communication, has been prepared for

 � All the students who need or wish to study fundamentals of chemistry

 � Those who did not have the opportunity to study chemistry during their formative 

schooling

 � Those who have studied chemistry in their junior classes and wish to reinforce their basic 

knowledge and understanding of this all important language

 � Teachers and parents with limited background of chemistry, but who are called on to 

teach the subject

ISBN Title
9789386824424 Chemical Communication- IX & X

WHY THIS BOOK?

The idea of preparing such a supplementary study material popped up during interactions with 

teachers at seminars and workshops across the country. During such interactions, it was realised 

that the students of Class 8 and above face difficulties in writing formulae, chemical equations 

and more so in naming compounds and balancing chemical equations.

Prepared for 
teachers and 

parents with limited 
background of 

chemistry, but who 
are called on to 
teach the subject

Prepared for 
readers who need 
or wish to study 
fundamentals of 

chemistry

A necessary 
supplement for the 
students of to hone 
their basics about  

the subject

For Classes 9 and 10
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PERIODIC TEST

EXAM PRACTICE 
QUESTIONS

Physics

key features

 � Developed in accordance with the latest NCERT/ CBSE syllabus and pattern
 � The contents of these have been written in an informal, interactive style supported by a 

large number of well-labelled illustrations, diagrams and solved examples
 � Topic-wise Assignments to check the concepts learnt
 � NCERT (In-Text and Chapter-End) Questions are provided with solutions
 � NCERT Exemplar Questions provided with solutions
 � Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions
 � Brain Strain to help students apply the facts and concepts learned
 � Exam Practice Questions to help the students prepare for examinations
 � Periodic tests to enable students make strong self-assessment
 � In-text pointwise summary included for the quick revision of the topics covered
 � Windows to the past developments in science at appropriate places in the book

HIGHER ORDER 
THINKING 

SKILLS (HOTS)

NCERT TEXTBOOK 
QUESTIONS

Viva Physics for Class IX and Viva Physics for Class X have been developed as per the latest 

NCERT syllabus prescribed by the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE). The purpose of 

developing these books is to provide an understanding of the fundamental and basic concepts 

underlying the field of physics in a systematic manner and providing students a platform for 

further in-depth study of the subject. The books are enriched with a large number of features to 

develop a variety of skills in different learning situations.

ISBN Title
9789387153141 Physics - 9
9789387153158 Physics - 10

EXEMPLAR 
QUESTIONS

BRAIN STRAIN

BASED ON NEW 
ASSESSMENT 

STRUCTURE AND 
EXAMINATION 

PATTERN

For Classes 9 and 10

download Solution of Unsolved 
Questions from www.vivadigital.in
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Chemistry

ISBN Title
9789387153165 Chemistry - 9
9789387153172 Chemistry - 10

For Classes 9 and 10

key features

 � Well-labelled diagrams, illustrations, tables, pictures, etc. 

 � Solved examples

 � Topic-wise Assignment

 � NCERT Textbook (In-Text and Chapter-End) Questions (Solved)

 � NCERT Exemplar Questions (Solved)

 � Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

 � Brain Strain

 � Exam Practice Questions

 � Periodic test

 � Model Questions

 � Windows to the past developments in science

PERIODIC TEST

EXAM PRACTICE 

QUESTIONS

BRAIN STRAIN

Viva Chemistry for Class IX and Viva Chemistry for Class X have been developed as per the latest 

NCERT syllabus prescribed by the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE). The purpose of 

developing these books is to provide an understanding of the fundamental and basic concepts 

underlying the field of chemistry in a systematic manner and providing students a platform for 

further in-depth study of the subject. The books are enriched with a large number of features to 

develop a variety of skills in different learning situations.

BASED ON NEW 
ASSESSMENT 

STRUCTURE AND 
EXAMINATION 

PATTERN

download Solution of Unsolved 
Questions from www.vivadigital.in
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ISBN Title
9789387153189 Biology - 9
9789387153196 Biology - 10

BiologyFor Classes 9 and 10

key features

 � Developed in accordance with the latest syllabus of CBSE

 � Overview for a glimpse of each chapter

 � Key Points highlighting important information

 � Check Your Understanding including analytical, concept-based questions

 � Well-labelled diagrams, flow charts, tables, pictures and illustrations

 � Chapter Summary for recapitulation

 � NCERT Textbook questions and exemplar questions with solutions

 � Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) questions

 � Practice Assignment to help students prepare for examination

 � Check Your Knowledge for quick revision of concepts

 � Review Exercise and Periodic Tests for self-assessment

Viva Biology for Class IX and Viva Biology for Class X have been developed as per the latest NCERT 

syllabus prescribed by the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE). The books have been 

developed keeping in view the requirement of the students at the secondary level. The books have 

been written in an easy-to-understand language and supported by a large number of well-labelled 

diagrams, pictures, illustrations, etc. The content of the books is well-organised and communicates 

scientific concepts in a simple language to provide a sound base for secondary classes.

BASED ON NEW 
ASSESSMENT 

STRUCTURE AND 
EXAMINATION 

PATTERN

download Solution of Unsolved 
Questions from www.vivadigital.in
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ICSE Physics

ISBN Title
9789389401356 ICSE Physics - 9
9789389401363 ICSE Physics - 10

For Classes 9 and 10

key features

 � An informal, interactive style of presentation

 � A large number of questions, well-labelled illustrations and diagrams, pictures, solved 
examples, etc., to help students understand various facts and concepts clearly

 � Topic-end assignments, to help students develop a better understanding of the concepts 
learned

 � Boxed features, to highlight the past and future developments in science and technology, 
and provide more relevance to the subject described therein

 � Activities, to help students understand a topic in an interactive way

 � Questions based on Examination papers of the past few years, to help students prepare for 
examination (Class 10)

 � Pointwise summary, to help students recapitulate the main ideas or facts learned

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum
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Helps you understand a 
topic in an interactive way

Highlights the past and 
future developments in 
science

Helps you understand 
the concepts clearly

Help develop your understanding 
for the topics studied

Provides the first step in testing your learning

Enable you to measure your conceptual understanding

Help you to practise 
your exam skills
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ICSE Chemistry

key features

 � An informal, interactive style of presentation

 � A large number of questions, well-labelled illustrations and diagrams, pictures, solved 
examples, etc., to help students understand various facts and concepts clearly

 � Topic-end assignments, to help students develop a better understanding of the concepts 
learned

 � Boxed features, to highlight the past and future developments in science and technology,  
and provide more relevance to the subject described therein

 � Activities, to help students understand a topic in an interactive way

 � Questions based on Examination papers of the past few years, to help students prepare for 
examination (Class 10)

 � Pointwise summary, to help students recapitulate the main ideas or facts learned

ISBN Title
9789389401370 ICSE Chemistry - 9
9789389401387 ICSE Chemistry - 10

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum

For Classes 9 and 10
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Helps you understand a 
topic in an interactive way

Helps you understand 
the concepts clearly

Help develop your understanding 
for the topics studied

Provides the first step in testing your learning

Enable you to measure your conceptual understanding

Helps you to reflect back 
on what you have learned
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ICSE Biology

key features

 � Based on the latest syllabus of Biology prescribed for Classes IX and X by the Council for the 
Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE), New Delhi.

 � An informal, interactive style of presentation

 � A large number of questions (based on latest examination pattern), well-labelled diagrams, 
illustrations, tables, pictures, and flowcharts

 � Topic-end assignments which can be used for class tests or homework

 � Boxed features highlight the important information related to different topics discussed

 � Activities, wherever required, to understand a topic in an interactive way

 � Pointwise summary, for a quick revision of contents, provided at the chapter-end

ISBN Title
9789388653923 ICSE Biology - 9
9789389662481 ICSE Biology - 10

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum

For Classes 9 and 10
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Highlight the useful 
information to enhance 
your knowledge

Provide the first step in 
testing your learning

Allow you to explore 
a topic further

Well-labelled 
diagrams to help 
you understand 
concepts easily
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VIVA ICSE Biology Workbooks for Classes 9 and 10 have been written in keeping with the latest 
syllabus of Biology for Classes 9 & 10 prescribed by the Council for the Indian School Certificate 
Examinations (CISCE), New Delhi. 

The Workbooks complements the textbooks to help students revise the concepts learnt during 
the class. It gives you an opportunity to test yourself as to how much you have really learnt 
from your textbook. The practice material in the workbooks have been presented in an easy-to-
understand and concise manner.

ICSE Biology: Workbook

key features

 � Based on the latest syllabus of Biology for Classes 9 and 10 prescribed by the Council for the 
Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE), New Delhi.

 � In a Nutshell is the summary of each chapter in the beginning. It provides a gist of all that has 
been covered in the chapter. 

 � An informal, interactive style of presentation 

 � A large number of Practice Questions consisting of all types, based on the latest examination 
pattern

ISBN Title
9789388653930 ICSE Biology Workbook - 9
Forthcoming ICSE Biology Workbook - 10

For Classes 9 and 10

AS PER THE 
LATEST SYLLABUS 
PRESCRIBED BY 
THE CISCE FOR 
CLASSES IX & X
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key features

 � Each Chapter is supported by a large number of Viva Voce Questions (with Answers)   

and Multiple Choice Questions (with Answers)

 � Each Section (Physics, Chemistry and Biology) is closed with a set of Projects. The 

projects are innovative and aimed to stimulate students for scientific research

 � An introduction on How to prepare a Project Report, helps a student to present his/her   

work in a more impressive, systematic and scientific way

ISBN Title
9789387153615 Science Lab Skills - 9
9789387153622 Science Lab Skills - 10

Science Lab Skills

BASED ON 
LATEST  

NCERT/CBSE  
SYLLABUS

PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY

BIOLOGY

Science is the study and knowledge of the natural world. This knowledge is gained by 
experimentation. Thus, “learning through experiments” becomes an integral part of all science 
courses. Verifying and/or reverifying theories by performing carefully planned experiments is 
interesting and highly satisfying to a young mind.

SCIENCE LAB SKILLS for Class IX and SCIENCE LAB SKILLS for Class X have been written strictly 
in accordance with the latest NCERT syllabus prescribed by the Central Board of Secondary 
Education (CBSE). The books have been prepared to provide a basic course in the Experimental 
Science to the students of secondary classes. The content of these books has been upgraded, 
enriched and tested over the last many years.

For Classes 9 and 10
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ISBN Title
9788130929972 Basic Mathematics - 10

key features

 � Content in this book is carefully developed with the help of experts, in keeping with 

the new pattern and level of the examination

 � Important Points to Remember at the start of each chapter for quick revision of the 

chapter’s concept 

 � Selected solved and unsolved questions for the students who opt  Mathematics-Basic

 � Ample solved questions include selected NCERT questions, NCERT exemplar, Previous 

years’ questions.

 � Unsolved Questions in each chapter so that student can check their understanding

 � Marks-wise division of wide variety of solved and unsolved questions  

Basic Mathematics For Class 10

Viva Basic Mathematics for Class X has been designed and developed for the students who opt 

Mathematics-Basic in their board examination. As you know, CBSE will, for the first time, conduct 

class-X Mathematics examination at two levels i.e., Mathematics-Standard and Mathematics-Basic. 

In keeping with the new pattern and level of the examination, the book includes a range of selected 

solved and unsolved questions that are relevant and useful. Objective questions that were recently 

introduced by CBSE have also been included in the book.

A NEW BOOK FOR 
NEW EXAMINATION 
PATTERN OF THE 

CBSE

MARKS-WISE  
DIVISION OF SOLVED  

& UNSOLVED 
QUESTIONS

CAREFULLY 
ANALYSED 

AND  SELECTED 
CONTENT FOR THE 

STUDENTS WHO OPT 
MATHEMATICS-BASIC

EACH CHAPTER 
INCLUDES OBJECTIVE 

TYPE QUESTIONS
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Viva Social ScienceFor Classes 9 and 10

key features

 � Division of each book into four units as per the prescribed syllabus.

 � Content presented in a lucid style with an easy language and graspable approach

 � IN FOCUS, CHAPTER OBJECTIVES and OVERVIEW in each chapter highlighting its 

subject, important topics and their significance.

 � KNOW AND GROW for additional information on some topics.

 � PROJECT and CLASS ASSIGNMENT comprising activity-based and other types of 

questions for internal assessment

 � GLOSSARY OF TERMS comprising important terms used in a chapter.

 � POINTS TO REMEMBER summing up an entire chapter.

 � NCERT Textbook (In-Text and Chapter-End) Questions with solutions.

 � EXERCISE containing CBSE Course Structure-based questions.

 � ACTIVITIES FOR INTERNAL ASSESSMENT as per the latest CBSE Course Structure.

Viva Social Science–9 and 10 are textbooks completely based on the latest CBSE course structure 

and the NCERT Main Course Book (MCB) for these classes. Designed and developed to meet the 

requirements of students taking the Board Examination, the books tries to offer a comprehensive 

pathway and support base for their preparation plan. 

ISBN Title
9789389662450 A Textbook of Social Studies - 9
9789389662467 A Textbook of  Social Studies - 10
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ICSE Question BankFor Class 10

key features

 � Strictly as per the latest ICSE Mathematics Syllabus

 � Comprehensive discussion on all important concepts and results/formulae of all  

the topics

 � Topic-wise, wide variety of questions with their model solutions covering the entire  

ICSE syllabus

 � Solved previous years’ ICSE questions

ISBN Title
9789389166064 ICSE Question Bank Mathematics - 10 

Follows the latest
CISCE Curriculum

FAST TRACK 
COMPREHENSIVE 

REVISION

WIDE VARIETY OF 
ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED 

EXAMPLES

IMPORTANT RESULTS 
AND CONCEPTS

INCLUDES PREVIOUS 
YEARS QUESTIONS

Our book VIVA ICSE Question Bank Mathematics for Class 10 has been developed keeping in 
mind the needs of Class X students. The book has been prepared according to new syllabus and 
latest pattern of examination. The content of this book is presented in systematic and logical 
way. 
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For Class 10

ISBN Title
9789389166996 ICSE Physics  Model Test Paper - 10
9789389166989 ICSE  Chemistry Model Test Paper - 10
9789389166972 ICSC  Biology Model Test Paper - 10

ICSE Model Test Papers

Our series Viva ICSE Model Test  Papers has been developed as per the latest CISCE curriculum 

for Class 10. The books have been developed to cater to the needs of students preparing for 

Class 10 ICSE Board Examination. The books will help students revise the whole syllabus in a little 

time and tackle the range of questions asked in the ICSE Examinations.

key features

 � Important Terms & Concepts, gives a detailed pointwise summary of the contents in 

respective chapters

 � Ten solved model test papers, to familiarise students with the pattern of the paper and 

their model solutions

 � Ten unsolved model test papers, to help students assess their understanding of the 

concepts and gain confidence to solve papers

 � Fully solved ICSE Question Paper 2019, to help students to prepare for examination  

Other Books in the series

BASED ON THE 
LATEST ICSE 

EXAMINATION 
PATTERN
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For Class 10 ICSE Model Test Papers

Our series Viva ICSE Model Test Papers has been developed as per the latest CISCE curriculum 

for Class 10. The books have been developed to cater to the needs of students preparing for 

Class 10 ICSE Board Examination. The books will help students revise the whole syllabus in a little 

time and tackle the range of questions asked in the ICSE Examinations.

ISBN Title
9789389401349 ICSE Mathematics Model Test Paper - 10

key features

 � Fully solved ICSE Question Paper-2019, to help students to prepare for examination

 � Fully solved Specimen Paper, to familiarise students with the latest examination pattern 

 � 11 solved Model Test Papers, along with approximate marks allocation of different 

topics 

 � 12 unsolved Model Test Papers, to help students assess their conceptual understanding 

and prepare for upcoming board examination

 � One Mock Test Paper, to help students strengthen their exam skills

BASED ON THE 
LATEST ICSE 

EXAMINATION 
PATTERN
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Map Practice

Viva Map Practice Book (History and Geography) for Classes 9 and 10 are designed and developed 
according to the latest CBSE/NCERT syllabus and guidelines. Each of the books supplements 
the textbook prescribed for it, and aims to reinforce the geographical and historical concepts of 
the students. The two books fully cater to the needs of the students with plenty of map-based 
exercises, map-making skills, practice tasks, diagrams and illustrations. In addition, the books 
contain information on major aspects covered in History and Geography taught at the school 
level. These books will do more than just supplement the main textbooks. They will develop in 
students the ability to analyse, compare and contrast, which are integral to the study of History 
and Geography. In the two books, all the facts are actually and accurately presented as per 
the sources and all the location-specific facts have been incorporated on the basis of common 
coordinate system. The books aim to fulfil the needs of both teachers and students.

For Classes 9 and 10

key features

 � The series comprises two books including one each on History and Geography for 
Class 9 and 10. 

 � Each book contains broad, relevant and thoroughly informative content.

 � The map tasks are spread over two sections, with the first section containing the main 
map or diagram with useful information regarding its theme.  

 � The other section has the outline map or diagram with exercise based on it. 

 � Each given map is properly scaled, authenticated and approved by the Survey of India.

 � Additional information and exercise based on the theme are given in boxed features 
titled LEARN MORE... and GO AN EXTRA MILE. 

ISBN Title
9789387692220 Map Practice History  - 9
9789387692237 Map Practice History - 10

ISBN Title
9789387692206 Map Practice Geography  - 9
9789387692213 Map Practice Geography  - 10
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ISBN Title
9789388653527 Physics - 11 (set of 2 volumes)
9789387486164 Physics - 12 (set of 2 volumes)

Physics For Classes 11 and 12 (Vol. I  & II)

key features

 � Comprehensive Theory: Explains concepts in lucid and systematic manner

 � Interesting Discussions: Some Innovative Conceptual and Value Based Questions

 � Solved Examples: The best feature of the book is careful placement of the examples 

and steps demonstrated in solving them; they are arranged in such a manner that by 

following these a student will be able to learn and practice all kinds of questions

 � NCERT Textbook Problems: All the NCERT solved, unsolved questions, additional 

problems related to the topic are provided in the solved format

 � Examination Questions for Practice: Provide details of the all kinds of questions asked 

in CBSE examinations in the latest years with their solutions

 � Conceptual Problems: Reasoning based solved problems help students in order to 

achieve perfection in learning all aspects of a topic

 � Objective Problems: The unique feature of the book as the objective problems on each 

small topic asked in different competitive examinations

 � Problems from IIT-JEE (Main + Advanced): Objective Problems with solutions that 

are asked in IIT-JEE and NEET examinations provide an edge to students to gain an 

expertise and enable to analyse their own preparations

BASED ON 
LATEST  

NCERT/CBSE  
SYLLABUS
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key features

 � In-text activities to develop higher order thinking skills

 � Diagrams and tables to facilitate visual learning and illustrate concepts

 � Examples that provide guidance for solving numerical problems

 � Points to Remember to facilitate quick revision

 � MCQs with answer keys to help students understand the concepts

 � Challengers comprising a set of higher order thinking questions

 � Mind Map in almost every chapter to help students remember key concepts

 � Be an Examiner to enable students to gauge and appraise their own preparation status

 � Project Work to familiarise students with various aspects and elements of the project, 

and guidelines for preparing the project reports

The books are written in a comprehensive style and as per the latest CBSE syllabus. The objective of 

writing these books is to offer students the means for grasping basic economics principles through 

in-depth explanations of concepts and examples drawn from day-to-day life. Employing the Theory 

of Multiple Intelligence, these books provide enjoyable ways to learn the principles and concepts 

of Economics.

ISBN Title
9789387925106 Introductory Microeconomic Theory - 11
9789388653015 Statistics for Economics - 11
9789387153509 Introductory Macroeconomic Theory - 12

EconomicsFor Classes 11 and 12
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VIVA Physical Education for 11 and 12 are the textbooks for physical education conceptualised and 

developed in accordance with the latest Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) syllabus of 

this subject for classes 11 and 12. The books covers in detail all topics of Physical Education outlined 

in the syllabus, highlighting all important concepts, skills and latest basic rules along with the 

major trends in different sports. The comprehensive content of the books ensures a very standard 

compendium of relevant and updated information and facts which they may rely on to develop a 

sound understanding of the subject. 

These books have been developed with all these aspects in mind and with the exclusive purpose to 

meet the basic needs of the target readers.

ISBN Title
9789389401981 A Textbook of Physical 

Education - 11
9789389401998 A Textbook of Physical 

Education - 12

Viva Physical Education For Classes 11 and 12

key features

 � A contemporary text on physical education and sports entirely based on the new 

education pattern 

 � Concise, up-to-date and thoroughly relevant information on all topics in the syllabus

 � Chapter Outline in each chapter to indicate the topics discussed in it

 � Chapter Summary giving the gist of each chapter in the book 

 � Glossary of Terms briefly explaining the important terms used in each chapter

 � Board Examination Questions are provided to help students prepare for examination 

(Class-12). 

 � Different sets of questions including Objective Type/MCQs (1 mark), Short answer 

type-I (3 marks) and Short answer type-II (5 marks) questions in each chapter based on 

its content 

 � All references, facts and information gathered from authentic and reliable sources

 � High-resolution photographs to support the text
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VIVA Lab Skills: Physical Education

VIVA Lab Skills: Physical Education 11 and 12 have been developed strictly in keeping with the latest 

syllabus prescribed by the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) for classes 11 and 12. The 

main objective of these books is to keep the students informed regarding all aspects of Physical 

Education along with the major trends in different sports. Keeping this in view, the Lab Skills has 

been designed and developed to address and completely sync with the needs of the students 

preparing for practical examinations. 

Physical education is essentially a practice-oriented discipline entirely based on the motive of 

developing multiple life skills necessary for anyone to lead a good, stress-free life. That is why it is 

sometimes referred to as the ‘discipline/science of healthy living and positive thinking’. 

key features

 � A comprehensive and contemporary text on physical education and sports entirely 

based on the new education pattern 

 � Concise and up-to-date description of different games and sports highlighting all major 

aspects 

 � Information drawn from recognised, authentic and reliable sources

 � VIVA-VOCE questions in each chapter based on its content 

 � High-resolution photographs to support the text

 � List of National Award winners in specific sports dealt with in chapters based on them

ISBN Title
9789389662115 Viva Lab Skills Physical Education - 11
9789389662122 Viva Lab Skills Physical Education - 12

For Classes 11 and 12
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Question BankFor Class 12

key features

 � The book contains important formulae and description of key concepts followed by a 

carefully selected set of questions as ‘Illustrative Solved Examples’ categorised as per 

mark distribution prescribed by the council (2 Marks, 4 Marks, 6 Marks)

 � A rich collection of questions has been provided on each topic. Questions in the 

question bank are also categorised as per mark distribution prescribed by the council.

 � Number of questions in ‘Illustrative Solved Examples’ 600+

 � Number of questions in ‘Question Bank’ 1000+

 � The questions in ‘Illustrative Solved Examples’ and ‘Question Bank’ also include those 

asked in recent years of ISC and CBSE examinations.

ISBN Title
9789389166071 Question Bank ISC Mathematics - 12

This book has been designed and develop to sharpen skills of students in order to help them 

to prepare and then tackle the range of questions asked in ISC Examination. The content 

of this book has been presented in Question-Solution format with a logical and systematic 

approach. Each chapter contains Important formulae and description of key concepts followed 

by ‘Illustrative Solved Examples’ to understand the concept clearly. Questions in each chapter 

under the heading ‘Question Bank’ for practice is fully solved with their model solutions. 

FAST TRACK 
COMPREHENSIVE 

REVISION

NEW PATTERN
AND 

NEW SYLLABUS

WIDE VARIETY OF 
ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED 

EXAMPLES

IMPORTANT 
RESULTS AND 

CONCEPTS
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ISC Model Test Papers

ISBN Title
9789389401479 ISC Mathematics Model Test Paper - 11

ISBN Title
9789389401332 ISC Mathematics Model Test Paper - 12

key features

 � Specimen Paper solved with marking scheme, to 

familiarise students with the latest examination 

pattern

 � 10 solved Model Test Papers, with their model 

solutions

 � 10 unsolved Model Test Papers, to help 

students assess their conceptual understanding 

and prepare for upcoming examination

 � Mock Test Paper, to help students strengthen 

their exam skills

 � All papers (both solved and unsolved) are along 

with approximate marks allocation of different 

topics

key features

 � Fully solved ISC Question Paper-2019, to help 

students to prepare for examination

 � Specimen Paper solved with marking scheme, to 

familiarise students with the latest examination 

pattern

 � 10 solved Model Test Papers, with their model 

solutions

 � 13 unsolved Model Test Papers, to help students 

assess their conceptual understanding and prepare 

for upcoming board examination

 � Mock Test Paper, to help students strengthen their 

exam skills

 � All papers (both solved and unsolved) are along with 

approximate marks allocation of different topics
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For Classes 11 and 12
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School Atlas: Revised and Updated

ISBN Title
9788130929224 School Atlas, with CD

Viva School Atlas best suits the requirements of the Indian school curriculum with its thematically 

arranged maps and interesting graphical presentation of facts. The extensive coverage of India 

is followed by focused and informative sections on all the continents, oceans, and the poles, 

plus a comprehensive section on the world as a whole. All these make School Atlas the best 

resource for learning geography both in the classroom as well as at home.

Interactive CD includes
• Virtual Maps • Animated Facts • Map Activities 
• Quizzes • Visual GK • Printable Maps

key features

 � 154 physical, political and thematic maps in all

 � 60 maps covering physical and political 

features as well as soil types, climate, industry, 

agriculture and climatic variations of India

 � 20 maps on India and world history

 � 6 pages of exciting presentations on the solar 

system, grid system, movement of the earth, 

atmosphere and so on

 � 4 maps to highlight the important 

environmental issues of the world

 � Key facts and statistics on countries of the world

 � A user-friendly index for instant reference

 � Worksheets and activity sheets for students

Activity Sheets Included
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Easy Learning English Dictionary

Easy Learning English Dictionary lists the words most 

commonly used in English, giving definitions and in 

many cases examples of use. Grammar notes are 

given in many entries – irregular plurals for nouns, 

comparatives and superlatives for adjectives, past 

forms for verbs. Where a word is commonly used 

with a preposition that preposition is given in bold 

letters. 

This wonderful reference book has simple and easy 

language. Provides up-to-date language coverage 

along with the practical guidance on effective English 

for everyday use.

ISBN Title
9788130913025 Student’s Dictionary

ISBN Title
9788130911939 Easy Learning English Dictionary

This entirely revised dictionary lists the words most commonly used in English, giving definitions, 

and in many cases examples of use. Grammar notes are given in many entries – irregular plurals 

for nouns, comparatives and superlatives for adjectives, past forms for verbs.

key features

 � Simple, easy definitions

 � Learn correct pronunciation

 � Learn grammar with the help of grammatical labels

 � All headwords in colour

 � Includes a punctuation guide

 � Key facts in the information section

 � Spelling guide and table of irregular verbs included

Student’s Dictionary
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